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E PRINCETON
AWARDED FIRST PRIZE FOR
EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE, 1944

n74 Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, July 19, 1945

Mon Will Get
District Office
To Aid Mothers
Mrs.

This Is OK Now

Caldwell Takes
Honor Rank In
War Bond Drive

Number 2

Truman Arrives In Berlin Boy Scouts Get
Permanent Camp
Site On Ky. lake

iph Randolph
Charles Cary,
Bomber School
State Leader Congraeut. Ralph Randolph,
Frank G. Wood Join
150-Acre Trod SelectB. Randolph, Hopkinstulates
Citizens and
To Bring New Welfare
d, was recently graded
By Officials Is Only
Chairman Upon Pam a B-29 Superfortress
Branch Here
25
Miles From Princerew class at Davis-Montriotic 7th Loan Job
Princeton will get a State
d, Tuscon, Ariz. Enterton
On Good Road
Welfare
Final figures covering Calddistrict office which wili
rvice in 1941, LieutenBoy Scouts of Princeton and
well county's performance in the
olph is a graduate of be headquarters for 10 ciiiinties
in providing assistance for
7th War Loan were received by
all western Kentucky will soon
igh School in the class
unDr. C. F. Engelhardt, chairman,
have a splendid new permanent
and attended Memphis married mothers, it seemed certain
here Wednesday, as result
this week revealing that this
lege and the University
camp on Kentucky Lake, John
community over-substribed all
cc. His wife, Allison, of the efforts of Mrs. Charles
Robinson, field executive for
Curry
and Frank G. Wood and
its quotas in the campaign and
son, Robert Hearne,
action of the City Council in
the Three Rivers District, said
ranks with honor counties in the
on W. Main street.
providing office space.
.• •
Nation.
here this week.
Mrs. Mary
Dr. Engelhardt received a comBelle Simpson,
A tract of 150 acres just west
• D. Nelson
Fredonia, daughter of Mr. and
mendatory letter from J. S.
of
and Rivers was chosen by
Bronze Star
Mrs. Smith Lowery, will have
Bate, Jr., executive manager for
William Q. Potter, field execuho D. Nelson, Prince- charge of
Kentucky of the War Finance
this office. She has
tive for the West Kentucky
recently awarded the
been at Frankfort the last two
Committee, U. S. Tresaury, conArea Council, Mr.,Robinson, W.
tar Medal for heroic weeks
taking a special course of
gratulating him and the people
D. Armstrong, district chairman
nt in military opera- instruction
of Caldwell county upon their
in the Welfare Defor camping activities, and M.
' t the enemy in
partment.
faithful and patriotic purchase
R. Douglas, TVA recreation
. His citation read that
Last week, an appeal for ofof War Bonds in the 7th Loan.
head at Paris, Tenn., after an inin combat enabled a
fice space in the courthouse was
A total of $651,838.50 ,was inspection of available tracts last
Allied advanee to • the. made
'to
vested la all types of
weekend.
War
•
er. Pic Nelson, a son Stevens, the Fiscal Court by Roy
Bonds in this county during the
district Old Age AsMr. Douglas said that while
obe Nelson, Henshaw,
campaign ended Jilly 7th, Mr.
some necessary red tape remains
returned from over- sistance supervisor, for the new
agency. The court advised Mr.
Bate advises. The over-all quota
to be unraveled, he feels cerand has been given
Stevens no office space is availfor the county was $325,000.
tain the site selected by the
ble discharge from the able
The E-Bond quota was $125,in the courthouse and deScout professionals will
is wife and children
be
000 and final figures show $146,clined to provide funds for renttheirs, the Scouts being high on
910 Worth purchased here. Eing an office elsewhere. The
the TVA priority list for camps.
.• •
State then planned to put the
Bonds were bought by 1,371
President Harry S. Truman leaves his plane at Gatow airport,
The site is on the Kentucky
Pfc. Al Restum (left) of Allentown, Pa., and Los
as M. Collins
office at Marion or Benton.
Angeles, persons and total sales to indi- Berlin, July 15 for the Potsdam conference with Winston Church- side of Kentucky Lake, oneCalif.,
stops
his
jeep
to
talk
ouston. Texas
with
and
ill
a
Joseph
German
Stalin.
girl after
viduals included 1,416 buyers
In doorway is Adm. William D. Leahy. half miles west of Grand Rivers
Mrs. Curry learned of the op- of
the non-fraternization ban in Germany. The girl the lifting
• a M. Collins, ANC, portunity for Princeton
had been who bought $36,820 worth of (AP Wirephoto from signal corps radiophoto).
and 25 miles from Princeton.
to get swimming in the Rhine river at Behierstein. AP
transferred from Ash- this district Welfare
Staff
Photogra
all
types of securities.
Only 7.9 miles of this distance is
branch Mon- pher Peter J. Carroll made this exclusive picture. (AP
Wirephot
o
eral Hospital, McKin- day and enlisted the aid
Army and .Navy personnel
gravel road, Mr. Robinson said.
of Mr. via radio from Paris).
., to Brooks General Wood. Telephone calls
from
this county bought $7,500
A park is to be created just east
to ComFt. Sam Houston, Tex. missioner John Querter
worth of E-Bonds, not included
of the Scout site by the resimous, of
. • •
in
the county total shown above.
the Welfare Department, Frankdents of Grand Rivers and the
Mr. Bate'S letter states that
fort, elicited the information
Kentucky Woodlands Wildlife
ter E. Angle
figures
Refuge bounds the area on two
show Kentucky ranks
that, as Princeton is the geom S. Pacific
first in the Nation in over-subsides, Mr. Robinson said.
Walter E. Angle is on graphical center of the 10-counscription
Two excellent coves and a hill
of over-all quota and
visiting his aunt, Mrs. ty district affected, it was very
By L. A. Cassidy
An order issued last week by will be the stake events of the
Okinawa—because 11
million compares favorably
are on the tract selected for the
with the the Office of Defense Transpor
Murphy, S. Jefferson much desired to place the office
Since that Sunday afternoon in men and women donned unishow
here,
national
all
have their own Boy Scouts, which will provide
average in the purchase tation and
. Angle has been in here.
December, 1941, when the Japs forms of the country's services
the Interstate Comof E-Bonds.
Appearing before the City sneaked into Pearl Harbor,
Pacific 3 years and
merce Commission which for- means of transporting their excellent fishing and fine facili-t
and gave ujo for the duration
we
"The
ties for bOat docks, the execuonly failure we made in bids
hospital the last sev- Council Monday afternoon, Mrs. have traveled a long, rough the privileas that you
transportation of race and show stock and will not be disand I, Kentucky was in falling
tive stated.
$2
mils before returning to Curry advised Mayor Cash and road. These 31
show
horses
commode
as
civilians, enjoy. The freedom lion
/
2 years have left
by railroads and
d by the new federal
The Area Council plans to conbelow our E-Bond quota common
, having been wounded the council members that Prince- us weary, and we are
or truck carrit4.-s will order, Mr. Sparks said.
lagging a and luxuries that are ours today and this certainly
struct permanent buildings as
was
no
fault
He visited his mother, ton should not lose this advant- little. We on the home
not
adversel
have
y affect the Princebeen bought with the blood of yours
front
Francis Craig's famous NBC soon as possible,
because your people ton Horse Show,
Mr. Robinson
U. Rucker, Arlington, age for want of office space and have worked long hours,
scheduled for orchestra, of Nashville, 12 pieces, said, and
in of American fighting men.
over-subscribed every phase of
to use the Kentucky
action was taken immediately factory, on farm,
ore coming here.
August
23,
24
And
and 25, W. C. has been engaged to play for the Lake
yet, day after day we the quuta
in mine, in
• • •
camp for Senior Scouts.
assigned," Mr. Bate's Sparks, general
to make the old collector's of- forest and in office.
see some selfish Americans seek- letter
chairman, said Horse Show Ball at the Country Boys
concludes.
will go to the George W.
fice, in the rear of the room
rider, USN, Is
this week, as most of the show Club Thursday night,
But we are still the best fed, ing personal profit from shortAug.
23,
Hogg
Memorial Camp, near
now being used by the City best clothed nation,
horses expected here will come the entertainment committe
Family Here
and have ages created by the necessities
e an- Owensboro one year and, if
by private truck and trailer.
Crider, USN, is spend- Clerk, available for the State more freedom than any other of war. Black market operators Frank McElroy Spends
nounced this week. Reservations they prove to be
good campers,
The stables which are located for tables already are coming
"boot leave"'with his agency.
nation in the world. The Ameri- are, in effect, trading in the Leave At Fredonia
in they will go to the new Lake
Advised of this, Commissioner can dollar is the soundest
little son, Washington
Frank McElroy, USN, is spend- in western Kentucky, south- for this dance, it was said.
money blood of American heroes who
camp
their
second year.
father, J. E. Crider, Quertermous said Tuesday the in the world.. All this is possible have given their all for us. The ing a furlough with his parents, western Indiana, southern IlliMembers of the general comPrinceton Scouters have been
office definitely would be locat- because good Americans fought merchant who sells above legal Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie McElroy, nois, northeastern Arkansas and mittee, W. C. Sparks, chairman, working on this Kentucky
Lake
ed here.
• • •
and northwestern Tennessee and are visiting hq,rse shows
and died from North Africa to
(Please turn to Page Four)
Fredonia.
and camp site 'acquisition for months
which are the principal reliance stables in Illinois, Tennesse
R. Boyd, USN
e and and selection of the tract and
of the Princeton show for en- Missouri this week to arrange
ther In Islands
approval of the TVA official
Food Situation To Be
tries in the 5-gaited, 3-gaited for show horses to come
More Feed Bags To Be
here last weekend will come as good
Machiniest Mate Wiland
walking
No
Better
horse
classes
Before
which
for the Princeton event.
1946
Boyd, USN, recently
news to all Boy Scouts in the
Made Of Dress Prints
brother. Rex, a storeThree Rivers District, W. C.
Says Sec. Of Agriculture
The farm
woman
who
County Sunday School
•rst class, at a naval
Sparks, chairman, said this week.
(By Associated Press)
likes to have 'animal and
e Admiralty Islands.
Washington—Secretary of AgConven
Modern
tion
Store
poultry feed delivered ih
Special
Will
Meet
Officer
s To Be Elected riculture Anderson declared
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
bags she can make into
this
At Fredonia July 27
izes In Women's and
disonville street, the
At Supper Meeting
week that, on the basis of presdresses and household arhad been separated 2
The Caldwell County Sunday
ent indications, civilians
Children's Apparel
ticles will be permitted a
will
Friday Night
have to wait until 1946 for any
School
Kiwani
Convention will be held
continua
s
nce
Club
Sponso
of
this
rs
warThe
new Arnold Shoppe, ad.• •
The organizational meeting of material improvement in
time aid, WPB said. A ceilthe
at Fredonia Friday, July 27. A
joining
West
Kentuc
the
the
Methodis
Farmers
ky
Men's
National
t
Event
Club
will
ell D. Patterson
domestic food situation.
ing approximating the 1944
program on evangelism has been
be held in the dining room of
Bank, will have its formal open"Because of the time it takes
Growers Must First
Air Force
peak-year "cut-up" of such
July 24 to 27
arranged. Members 'are asked to
the
church
Friday
night
6:30
at
to
produce food, not much relief
ell D. Patterson is a ing here Wednesday, July 25,
material, has been estabThe West Kentucky Fair will bring their lunches and enjoy
Vote Quota System,
o'clock.
Ladies
the
of
church
will
from
actual shortages can be be held at
f the Eighth Air Force from 2 until 8 o'clock, it was
lished on the use of dress
Carson Park, Pa- an old-fashioned basket dinner
serve the meal.
expected during 1945," he said. ducah, from
Congre
ommand in England. announced Tuesday by Miss
ss Agrees
prints for making new comand
Tuesday through
fellowship, Frank Wood,
J. A. Creasy, the Charge Lay
"The supply of food we have Friday, July
son of Mrs. Guy Pat- Sarah Myers, Hopkinsville, ownmercial bags.
(By Associated Press)
'
24 to 27, featuring president, said.
Leader
will
preside.
The
proavailable
at this time was fixed
ers Avenue, and.a 1941 er.
Washington—House and Sengram will consist of special by what was done a year or a purebred livestock show, a
of Butler High School.
Mrs. Al Thomas Page is manate conferees agreed today on
horse show and running races.
music
and
a
talk
by
Howard
Owensb
more
so, just as.- what we do Other attractio
oro And Murray legislation designed to stabilize
atterson was a farmer ager of the store and will be Democratic Committee
ns include a girls'
York.
now will deterine the food sup- beauty contest,
tering- service in Au- assisted by Mrs. Jaunita Wilson.
the price of fire-cured and dark
bicycle races, a Will Have Horse Shows
To
At
Meet
the
business
Saturd
meeting,
ay
the
ply
that will be on hand next model airplane
He has been in EngMiss Myers said this store
air-cured tobarfo. It also would
exhibit, and varnominati
Two
committe
ng
The
western
Caldwell
e,
compose
Kentuck
County
d
y
horse
Demoyear."
the Eighth Air Force would be one of the most modprovide for a vote of growers of
ious amusements. It is sponsored shows which
of Thomas Amos, Harry Long,
have been highly
runand 20 months.
ern of its kind in Western Ken- cratic Committee will meet at
such tobacco as to whether •they
by the Kiwanis Club of Paducah. successful in recent
the
and
Jack
Alexande
courthou
r,
se
will
make
here
years
Saturday
will
tucky, specializing in women's
desired a quota placed on proCash prizes and ribbons will be held again
its report and officers will be Joe LijIe Is Speaker
this year, it was
• • •
and children's wearing apparel. afternoon, July 21, at 2 o'clock,
duction.
be awarded for the best of announced
to recommend five names of elected for the year.
this
week.
T
h
e
At wanis Meeting
The management cordially inThe legislation, which now
breed among blooded
rge Greer
cattle, Owensboro Lions Club, which
Those joining the club Friday
party members to the State
Joe Little, Kiwanian and dis- sheep and swine exhibited. More
vites the public to attend its
Camp Atterbury
has sponsored the show there the goes back to both chambers for
will become the charter mem- trict
Elections
Commiss
ion,
one
of
Soil Conservation super- than $2,000 in cash prizes will
ut. George Greeg left opening.
last 8 years, voted to have the final action, provides that if a
which will be chosen to serve ber. All interested men are visor, spoke
at Wednesday's be awarded in the horse show, event
r Camp Atterbury,
again in late August, and quota system is approv6d, the
as Democratic election commis- welcome.
luncheon meeting of the Kiwanis which will be held under lights
a leave here with his Hubert Jaco Is New
the Junior Chamber of Com- Commodity Credit Corporation
sioner for the next year, Dr.
Club about phases of the work on the Carson Park track the
r. and Mrs. Herndon
merce decided last weekend to may make loans or arrange price
W. L. Cash, county chairman, Claude
of his agency, stressing the great nights of July 24, 25 and 26.
Principal And Coach
C. Cooper Out
support for the two crops .at
sponsor
the show at Murray.
Jefferson street. Lieusaid Tuesday.
loss to this county and the na- Horses from seven states have
Definite dates for either show the following rates: r, Army Air Corps, At Fredonia School
Of Representative's Race tion
from erosion and poor soil been entered.
Fire-Cured: 75 percent of the
have been fixed.
eturned from duty in t_Hubert Jaco, well-known MarClaude C. Cooper, an employe practices.
loan rate for Burley tobacco.
Harness and running races will
an Theater, and from shall county basketball coach, Vinson Wins Quick
of the Princeton Hosiery Mills,
Dark Air-Cured (and Virginia
be held all four afternoons of
rbury, will be trans- has been elected principal and Approval Of Senate
who filed his candidacy for County
the fair, with parimutual bet- I. C. Sleepers On No. 103 sun-cured): 66% percent of the
Sioux Falls, S. D., for coach at Fredonia High School,
OPA
Office
(By Associated Previa)
To
representative from the Caldrate for BC:rley tobacco. ting.
And No. 104 Taken Off loan
ignment. His brother, it has been announced.
Washington—Fred M. Vinson well-Trigg district, has formally Cl9a Saturday Noon
"This.action, it is thought,
t. Frederick
principal
Calvert
Jaco,
City
at
s
w
a
To
confirme
contribute its bit toward will go a long way towards
d
unanimously withdrawn, leaving Joe E. Nunn,
Greer,
he Caldwell County
War
Corps, recently was last year, has also taught at Tuesday by the Senate as Sec- incumben
the sleeping car space needed maintaining the true price
t, of Cadiz, unopposed Price and Rationing Board will Men To Get Increase
relato SIOUX Falls after Birmingham, Benton and Gil- retary of
by returning service men and tionship that should otist
the Treasury. The voice for this office. Mr. Cooper's be open from 8 until 5 o'clock In Twill Work Clothes
beith his family here.
bertsville.
women,
vote came shortly after
in
compliance with Gen- tween Burley tobacco and Firethe name will not appear on the daily, except Saturdays hereA temporary increase in the
• •.
eral Order No. 53 of the Office Cored and Dark Air-cured
He is a graduate of Murray Senate finance committee had ballot, the Secretary of State's after. Only half a day will
tobe amount of herringbone
twill
State college, and is working on approved, without hearings, the office advised
organ Home
County Clerk worked Saturday, the district available for production of men's of Defense Transportation, the bacco, and thus, it is hoped,
master's
Illinois
Murray.
degree
his
at
appointm
Central
ent
of Vinson.
System released stabilize the price (of the latter
ce Overseas
OPA office advises.
Philip Stevens this week.
work clothing will result from
16 of the sleeping cars effective two), the conferees said in
Morgan, U. S. Army,
the declaration of a "holiday"
a
July
16.
These
cars represent 18 report filed with the House.
a furlough with his
for about three months in propercent of the total 'number in
curement of this type of finished
Morgan, Fredonia.
Illinois Central service and in- 'Mrs. Al Thomas Page,
Mrs.
cotton fabric by the Army Quarreturned from overclude those on trains No. 103 Louise Keeling, Miss Vida Jones
where he spent severtermaster Corps, WPB announcand
No.
104
between
Paducah and Miss Geraldine Ladd spent
in Germany.
ed. Though the "holiday is efand Louisville. This announce- Sunday afternoon at the Re• • •
fective immediately, WPB said,
ment was made by J. W. Steven- settlement Park, near Dawson
it will be about six weeks beTaylor, URN, Is
son, passenger traffic manager. Springs.
fore it is reflected in increased
Is Hete
Taxpaye
r)
garding the extent oi: time of
(By A
It is not enough that we have
If we ask for little, that's what quantities of work clothing.
Bobby" Taylor, USN,
Princeton has a city election such improvements.
a definite plan for building side- we get.
ugh visiting his par- coming up next month, altho
Now is the time for the people
If we do not ask for much in Mrs
walks and streets, a water filtralid Mts. Mack
D. Dugan Guest
Taylor, very little notice of this fact of Princeton to determine what
the period which lies just ahead,
tion
plant,
enlargin
g
our
sewer
seems to have been taken by men and women are to have
baker
At Church
our
town
will
backwar
go
d and
• • •
charge of the City's affairs the system and improving the health we will lose much
most citizens.
Mrs. D. D. Dugan, Ashland,
which could
E. Eison, Jr.
The next 4 years will be a next 4 years. The mayor is to of the community. We should be ours.
was guest speaker Monday night
momentous period in the time be chosen for this period, coun- take advantage of every opporBelgium
Included in major losses sure at the monthly fellowship meethe Woman's Council at
E. Eison, Jr., is a of the Nation, State and City cilmen for 2 years, at the gen- tunity to move Princeton FOR- to come unless Princeton be- ing
the Transportation and never before has the office eral election, Saturday, Aug. 4. WARD.
comes more progressive is that the —Find Christian Church. A
Beginning this week, The Leader will publish
importan
t. It Under our form of city governof mayor been so
at controls
There is always, of course, the finest and best of all our assets, pot-luck dinner was served to
redeployregularly a column devoted to providing necessary
ateriel through Ant- follows also that the council- ment, petitions must be circulat- fact that tax revenues do not the youth of the community, the group.
information for veterans. Questions concerning service
ium. He is the son manic posts should be filled by ed for each ticket offering, and provide sufficient money with who safely may be counted upmen's benefits under the G. I. Bill of Rights will be
Mrs. John E. Eison, men and women of high pur- deadline for filing is October 19. which to do major improve- on to go elsewhere.
Pfc. arney Linton Ends
The places are important but ments all at once, or even one
pose, intelligence and a proThe cbming City election is F ough, Goes To Camp
answered and information furnished by the United
gressive spirit.
the pay is too low to attract the at a time. This could be ma- important to every citizen.
• •
States Employment Service, 203 E. Ninth Street,
c. Barney Linton left MonPostwar projects to improve most able men and women, on terially changed for the better
Many will lend their full sup- ey for Camp Atterbury, Ind.,
ier Winn
Hopkinsville,
,to Shelby Peace, district manager. The
some of Princeton's public utili- the basis of cash remuneration IF TAXES WERE EQUITABLY port to that ticket which will after a furlough here with his
e Ribbon.
first of these columns will give a brief summary of
ties, her streets, sidewalks and only.
ASSESSED AND COLLECTED, pledge itself to the postwar pro- parents, Dr. and Mrs. F. T.
rt L.
the G. I. Bill of Rights. Look for it this week and
There is crying need for high- FROM ALL PROPERTY OWN- gram which promises the most Linton, Locust street. Pfc. LinCopeland (color- sanitation have been under distten his aunt,
read the column regularly if you are a veteran or have
cussion, off and on, for a con- type citizens to get under this ERS ALIKE
progress
during
the
next
ton
returned
years
4
the
States
to
about
Mrstt, that he
a veteran in your family who needs such guidance.
Citizens of Princeton receive with especial emphasis upon the two months ago after be..ig
is in siderabl. period but, so far as load in order that Princeton
hes wen a battle tho public is aware, no definite make PROGRESS the next 4 from their mayor and council put performances of individuals twice wounded in action in
urn to Back Pap)
decision had been taken re- years.
what they concertedly demand. comprising the tickets.
Germany.

6.S. Freedom and Luxuries Bought
By Bloiod Of Our Fighting Men

Arnold Shoppe To
Open Wed. July 25

Methodist Men
Will Form Club

Ban On Horse Transportation
Will Not Hurt Princeton Show;
Francis Craig To Play For Dance

Paducah To Have
Fair, Horse Show

loan Rate For
Tobacco Is fixed

City Voters Have Opportunity To
Assure Needed Progress For Princeton

Highlights Of Information
On Veterans' Benefits

Thursday, jely 19,
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PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER,
Page Two

So The Snake Story Went
Ohio!
All The Way To
after
advertisement published the week
Wednesday's
In a discussion at last
about
meeting of the Kiwanis Club
a
whether that organization would make
not
or
oring
spons
to
decision relative
sponsoring, jointly with the Rotary Club
a new
or by itself, a campaign to build
deer
menib
ian
physic
a
hospital here,
the
plored The Leader's story about
room,
snake getting into a patient's
newsa
in
red
appea
had
said,
which, he
paper in Ohio.
that
We are glad to have this evidence
st
intere
of
items
hold
ns
colum
news
our
for Ohioans.
The snake story was picked up and
unrun in the Paducah News-Democrat
the
in
and
ne
headli
der a two-column
n
Courier-Journal, under a three colum
other
ous
numer
headline. Without doubt,
newspapers carried it, for the news value
are
was high, in that snakes in hospitals
rather unusual.
Snakes in hospitals are also disgraceal is
ful and the present Princeton hospit
nity.
commu
the
a black shame upon
Long ago, the editor of The Leader
incame to believe, after considerable
that
em,
probl
local
the
of
vestigation
Princeton could get a good, modern host
pital . . . but not as long as the presen
to
ted
permit
was
ution
instit
make-shift
operate.
That the old hospital has continued to
t
operate so long is the worst thing agains
this
with
tion
the community, in connec
entire matter. Long ago we should have
done something constructive toward getting a hospital we need not employ "hushhush" tactics about, in order to keep it
running.
The Kiwanian-phydkiian asked that
we "treat the hospital problem sympathetically and not destructively."
Is it "sympathetic" to ignore a situation such as that which existed in Princeton when employes of the hospital were
telling any and all who would listen
about the snake in the patient's bedroom?
Why is it more heinous to print the
truth about how far from a tolerable
situation exists in our hospital than for
the hospital folk themselves to talk it?
The fact was fully verified by The
Leader before the story was published;
.,a,n4 the damage done, if any, is little as
Apt:wow) to the cost of human lives . . .
three pf which have been endangered,
according to the Hospital Board's own

Pennyrile Postscripts

The primary function of a
by the
is quite simple. As exemplified
PRINT
to
is
it
"
paper
"news
word
very
ully, acthe NEWS on PAPER! Truthf
.
course
of
bias,
ut
witho
curately and
A newspaper may do many other
things besides, if it wishes. It may print
human interest articles, it may publish
cartoons, it may indulge itsel„f the luxury
of politics, it may sponsor the writing of
columnists, it may engage in civic promotions. But though it may do all these
things superlatively well it will be a bad
newspaper if it fails to PRINT the NEWS
on PAPER!
It isn't Always easy to print the news.
There are always forces and persons who
like to set themselves up as censors and
waAt the news colored if not entirely left
out. These misguided souls will talk
about .the essential democratic need for
a free press, but let their own interests
become involved' and they are all for
hamstringing the press.
If the functions of a newspaper are
simplicity itself then the obligations of
a newspaper are • positively elementary.
The primary obligation of a newspaper
is to its readers. Not to a political party,
not to a pressure group, not to a bloc of
public opinion. Just to the readers!
Briefly, therefore, a newspaper is do-

Hats Off To Mayfiedl!
a
Princeton could have a new hospital,
new industry'or two . . . or just about
anything else if her citizens could catch
the spark of _civic spirit the people of
Mayfield possess.
Last week Mayfield citizens showed
what is known in the Purchase as "The
Mayfield Spirit", virtually completing in
one day, the public subscription of a
$35,000 fund to match federal money for
construction of a municipal airport.
• In addition, one of Mayfield's manufacturing concerns donated an $82,000
site for the airfield, The Paducah SunDemocrat, speaking editorially, said•
"Both these gestures are typical of the
citizens of the Graves county capital,

By G. M. P.

all who
failing fair treatment of
notecame before him was
excellent
worthy. He was an
,
lawyer, with a fine judicia
temperament.
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Work For Veterans Is Quite A jo
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ing all that it should do—and doing it
well, thank you—when it prints the
NEWS on PAPER for its READERS!
That and nothing more! That and noth-

1111k
"Ted' Carville was district
judge of Elko county, Nevada,
when I went to Elko, a town
then of 3,700 population and
third largest in the State, in
September 1930. The eourthouse,
which compared with our fine
new courthouse is about in the
ratio of our's to Princeton's City
Hall, was directly across the
street from the Elko Independent, where I worked, and my
duties included seeing the judge
almost every day. -

ing less!
A publisher usually makes some
enemies for himself sticking to that
simple code. But it's worth it! Also, a
publisher makes a few so-called personal
He was very courteous and
friends for himself by making conces- kind to me, as indeed everybody
sions of principle. But he will live to was in that far western State. I
had not a single unpleasant conregret it. And his paper will show it.
while there, over a period
tact
The Advocate hopes to continue to of six months, The judge let Me
provide its readers with an honest, fact- behind the ileeheli, sometimes,
when he Was hearing divorce
ual newspaper. It plans to continue to rases
virtually "in chamber". It
circuin
se
increa
cular
justify the specta
was extremely interesting, in
lation (36 per cent) accorded to it the spots; and "Ted" Carville's unpast year. In spite of occasional pressure
to make it less of a newspaper, in spite
of occasional non-cooperation on the part
of those who should know better and who
should be most enthusiastic about a free,
factual, unbiased newspaper the Advocate
The Leader Is authorised to announce
the candidactee of the fallowing citizens
will plod its way.
of Caldwell county for the several ofIndicated, subject to the will of
Its shoulders are broad enough. And fices
the voters In the Prtmary Elections
for Saturday. Aug. 4, 19461
set
duly
inthe understanding of its readers, as
For Sheriff:
wilig'
t
igro
and
ued
dicated by their contin
Subject to the vOters In the Democratic
y.
support and approval, is adettuate en7 .Primareatawc
rao H. McCHESNEY
LEM L. MORSE
couragement.
W. OTHO TOWER'?
It is a pleasure to carry on!—Lassen
Subject to the votem In the Republican
Advocate, Susanville, Calif.
,
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where civic spirit is expected of everyone,
like honesty".
Princeton isn't as big as Mayfield and
hasn't the large payrolls the Purchase
city boasts, but in proportion we do all
right here ... and our people are, fundamentally, just as prideful as are those of
the Graves county seat.
What is lacking here, in the matter of
the badly needed new hospital, is cooperation among the leaders of the community . . . and application of the proper spark to the smouldering fire of civic
spirit whicli, temporarily, has us in the
doldrums.
Shall we just take our hats off to Mayfield, or may 'we not emulate her good
folk?
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For County Jude.:
Subject to the voters In the Democratic
Primary.
CLYDE 0. WOOD
W. H. TAYLOR
Subject to the voters In the Republican
Primary.
A. F. MAMMARY
For County AttorneYI
Subject to the voters In the Democratic
Primary.
SOT. CLAUSCINE R. BAKER
S. D. HODGE
For County Court Clerk:
elubject to the voters in the Democratic
Primary.
PHILIP STEVENS
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For Circuit Court Clerkt
Subject to the voters in the Democratic
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Subject to the voters of the Democratic
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Washington In Wartinie —

indefinitely.
a
By Jack Stinnett
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We Carry On! newspaper
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Tom Simmons, after 10 days
at home, has about recuperated
on
from his two weeks' vacati
in Arksansas. Mrs. S., who is
hostess to a young neice, hasn't
caught up with her rest yet. She
gave the youngster,four baths
the first day and the same number of changes of apparel. If
this keeps up, it is even money
Mrs. S. wears out before the
garments.
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The Louisville & Nashville Railroad—the"Old Reliable"—
is not waiting until the war is over. It is doing things NOWI.
To tap a rich coal field, it haZ just completed 11 miles of
mountain railroad at a cost of almost $2,000,000.
Other construction for a sirt.ilar purpose, at a cost of
,
$1,600,000, is under way.
Atill other lines for new coal clevelnpment,costing several
, under contract.
hundreds of thousands of dollars, are nut"
Eight passenger road locomotives, costing $1,400,000,
have just been received. On order are 28 aluminum,streamlined,ultra-modern passenger ca rS,costing about $2,400,000.
About 71,000 tons of new steel rail and appliances to
cost $3,900,000 has been requisitioned.
In addition, other authorized improvements amount to
$3,000,000.

What does this all add up to?... nearly s of
employment
dollars!But that's not all. It means
of men for manufacture, construction and o
to
best part of another century ... a stimulant
better livig
life, better homes, better schools and
our Southland.
senite
We want our constructive activities and
your good will and patronage.
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Priming Adds Firofits
Hundreds of Kentucky burley
tobacco growers have increased
yields and profits in recent
years by priming; that is, by
removing lower leaves as they
ripen on the stalks in the field.
F. Graham
A leaflet published by the State
College of Agriculture tells how
practice of breeding mar to save time in the priming opcon
strongly
lies is
'
eration. Copies may be had at
who county
by tile packers
agent offices.
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As A Pet, This Pigeon
Takes It On The Lamb

Hays, Kiss—Donna Lee Darby
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
and Marshall Darby, 11 and 10
College of Agriculture and
Years old respeotiNely, have no
Horn. Economiai
lamb to follow them to school,
but they do have Nippy, who
Late Potatoes—The planting came to the Darby home three
deadline for Green Mountains Is years ago as a squab.
July 15, leaving only one more
Since then he has raised two
Pest. A 41.11.4. seething !ellen. GM
possibility, Irish Cobbler, July pair hatched than Mrs. Nippy
II sayeb-re Me err by MaII. Patio
Iran was called Elam in biblic25. On the market .for seed is fine families of two squabs
Laberaterles, riwwo. Ma.
al
times.
small Bliss Triumps, southern each. No sooner was the last
states al-own. As this variety is disappeared, and Nippy assumed
still more or less dormant, de- complete responsibility for the
pending on when the crop was brood, with excellent results.
planted, the seed may lie some Now Nippy is all alone once
time in the soil before coming
up. It is best to plant such Globe the best turnip.
seed potatoes whole as a proEarly Potatoes—This is a retection against rotting in case minder again that if the tubers
the rainy season continues. The show white "pimples," immeddeadline is August 1.
iate steps should be taken to
Late Beets—These should be get the water table below where
started soon after mid-July, even they lie. or, if any cool place
though only "baby" beets for offers (even 70 degrees is cool
canning are wanted. Those that in late summer), the potatoes
grow to larger size may be should be got there without too
welcome next winter. To make much delay, as these "pimples"
ingisture rise to the seed, and are the forerunners of rotting.
to prevent "gulley washers"
Cultivation—Nobody knows, of
from pounding the seed so deep course, but it would seem that
it cannot sprout, planks should level cultivating should now be
be laid down the rows. Detroit the rule, and any sowings or
Pepsi-Cola Company,Long Island City, N.Y.
Dark-Red is the best variety of plantings made from now on
beets, because of its brilliant should be made on the level.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola ilopkinsville Bottling Company
color in the can and because it
cap grow to large size without
becoming tough.
Chinese Cabbage ("celery cabbage")—.A sowing made late in
July may succeed better than
one made August 1, the official
time. It may be spot-sow, 3
seeds or so where heads are to
stand, or thinly in a solid row, to
be thinned to 10 inches. When
the first seedlings show, a ribbon of rotenone dusted down
the-row. will.save, the crop from
the fleabeetles — troublesome,
sometimes, at this season.
Late Greens—The suggestions
above apply to kale and Seven
Top: August 1 is sometimes too
late. The same is true, too, of
Tut.x Ls.KE PEACHES—Children as well as adults are eating a late turnips. One ounce sows
lot of fresh peaches these days. Kentucky has a big crop, with 200 feet of row. Row culture is
thousands of bushels of fine tree-ripened fruit coming out of recommended as making more
orchards every day. Housewives are being urged to can, dry and easy the control of flea-beetles
freeze them and make them into butters and jams. Call at the at seedling time, and the caboffice of your home demonstration agent or county agent for a bage worm later, than when the
leaflet giving preserving directions and recipes.
seed is broadcast. Siberian is
the best kale, and Purple Top

News From The Past
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more, except for the companionJesuit priests at LAMM; Peru,
ship of his young master and are credited with the discovery
mistress.
of the anti-malarial value of
He ,follows the children to cinchona bark about 1830,
school and taps on their classroom window. He has the run of
the Darby home and at night
waits for Donna Lee and Marshall to put him to bed.
OAR.
dier•ratert *I POISON
▪
✓eZitala. Prickly Heal. Saabore. Iteb.
"He is just one of us," says
lag Shin, niftier er Mesquite Wee.
Mrs. Darby.
Stale er leek, RA. Tired Sweaty

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
Princeton, April 10, 1914—Mrs.
H. S. Eblen entertained last
evening very pleasantly the
"Forty-Two" Club at her home
in West Princeton. There were
five tables numbering 20 guests.
Refreshments consisting of orange
punch, ice cream in lillies, angel
food cake were served by the
hostess in her usual pleasing
way. Easter favors, were: Mrs.
Montgomery and visitor, Mesdames Lisanby, Koltistsky and
Roach, J. A. Akin, Eldred, Gus
Baker, J. T. Akin, C. D. Akin,
Dorr, Blacklock, Barber, Groom,
Cash, Wylie, Butler and Misses
Mary Lou Akin and Lena O'Hara.
• • •
Princeton, April 17, 1914—An
occasion very much enjoyed was
the two-course six o'clock dinjustified when such ,heifers are
marketed by the end of the
fifth month of gestation. Slaughter tests and carcass studies
show that at this stage of pregnancy neither the dressing percentage nor the market grade of
the dressed beef is lowered."

ner given at the Henrietta Hotel
Sunday evening. The following
composed the guests of the pleasant event: Miss Pearl Lester,
Mr. Jeff Watson, Miss Irene
Garrett, Mr. Dudley Rawls, Miss
Mabel tlopewell, Thomas Johnson, Miss Ethel Brooks, of Sturgis, Mr. Hugh Goodwin, Miss
Clara Castleberry, Mr. Lonnie
Finley, of Madisonville, Miss
Arnie
Towery, Mr. Hinkle
Rawls, Miss Helouise Jacob, Mr.
Hugh Hunter, Miss Mary Lou
Akin, Mr. Anson Kuykendall,
Miss Lena Hopson, of Gracey,
Mr. Heath, Miss Macie Bell
Jackson, Mr. Clyde O'Hara, Miss
Amanda Akin, Mr. Roy Koltinsky.
• • •
Princeton, April 24, 1914—Major J. W. Hollingsworth, H. S.
Eblen, Judge G. G. Harrelson
and Kellie Beshears have returned from Frankfort, where
they have been before the State
Board of Equalization to show
cause by the asseved valuation
of the town and cOrity property
should be raised.

Princeton, April 28, 1914—
From the way people have been
discarding their coats, etc., on
account of the warm weather,
Lake Rabbit and
Chalybeate
Springs will soon be the most
popular places in Caldwell county, and we hope that Mr. J. H.
Stevens, the popular proprietor,
will be able to enjoy the pleasures of these famous resorts
this summer, as will a great
many Princeton people.
• • •
Princeton, May I, 1914—
Charles Pepper, Jr., was admitted to the bar for the practice,
of law after having passed a
successful examination
before
the Dixon bar last week. Mr.
Pepper has opened an office
over the Baker and King furniture store, and will practice law
in the courts of the State. He
is a grandson of the late
Lemuel Pepper, who was one
of the State's eminent and successful lawyers.
• • •
Princeton, May 8, 19/4—Miss
Marjorie Pettit will leave next
week for a visit to her sister,
Mrs. Phil Frayser, in Evansville,
Ind.
• • •
Princeton, August 28, 1914—
Mrs. Allison Akin, of East
Orange, New Jersey, arrived in
the city Wednesday for a visit
to her father, H. M. Jones.

,Thrill Again

_
A. This pleasant open toe pump arrived for fall in rich hiack suede. Simple lial homewith suits or dresses!
iniftan leather is
:
The--casualli
enrolling' for the fall semester, sure
to be'popular- with all young girlif.
C. Fall entertaining and less casual
dates require a dress-up high-heel sandal like this one in scalloped suede.

,To The Greatest Of All Adventures!

GABILE*LorffrazzG
CLARK
Jack London's

OF THE WiLD"

CALL
Greatest Story
Added Featurette: DANE CLARK in "I WON'T PLAY"

Again TONIGHT & FRIDAY!

He had a way with
women . . . and
what a way! ...

GARY
COOPER

FIELDS
VoKtv
WOOLLEY
"Zie1/4
IVIcDOWALL

oturina

ROY ROGERS

and
4citim"TRIGGER"
F EVANS
"ANY•t FE DAI
,oe sten Hall John Eldredge
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Chandler Is Seated As
Baseball Commissioner

City To Build
Concrete Walk

Overseas Veteran
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Tires Available
To Some Motorists
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(By Dorothy Brasher)
dell to recover from an
Coupons, representing semiMr. and Mrs. Charles Allen pendectomy.
(By Amoclated Praia)
club owners hadn't 'cottoned to annual interest charge
"A" Card Holders
s on $59,McElroy were Sunday guests of
Washington—Exuberant A. B. the Kentuckian.
000 worth of waterworks bonds
Mrs. Joe Parr.
Get First Break For
"Happy" Chandler was formally
But there was no indication of and totaling $1,032.
50, were deand firmly aeated Thursday as dissatisfaction with Chandler. stroyed at Monda
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
Moving
y's City Counbaseball's high commissioner.
There wasn't a single dissent cil session, attend
Washington—Some passenger and daughter, Mrs. Luke Quered by Mayor
In one of the shortest joint with anything," he said
Cash and Councilmen Blackburn,
car owners, including "A" card termous, were in Evansville one
meetings on record, one hour
He called the meeting, pre- Hammonds, Lacey, Morga
holders, became eligible this day last week.
n,
Mrs.
and forty-five minutes, major sided over it and enthusiastical- Quinn.
Mrs. Burhl Walker visited Mr.
week for new tires for a bona
league club owners unanimously ly said at its conclusion: "Boys,
Approval was given a profide change of address which re- and Mrs. Albert Walker last
Size 15, 16, l7—also 1,
approved Chandler's seven-year it Was great . . . couldn't have posal to constr
quires a special gasoline ration. Tuesday.
uct a concrete
32x6
$50,000 contract.
been better."
Mr. Jim Patterson is visiting
walk across Calvert street at its
This is the first time since
They also gave the gentleman
Chandler did not actually sign intersection with North
his
daught
er,
Mrs.
the beginning of tire rationing
L. A. Smith
JefferWe can have your tires
from Kentucky just about every- a contract. It is still to be circu- son.
any "A" card holders have been in Coultorville, Ill.
recapped acid
thing he asked for, and when lated among clubowners
Mrs. J. W. Outland and childfor
The work will be done by the
eligible for new tires.
"Happy" got around to telling their signatures.
vulcanized.
regular street force undek.sup"This extension of eligibility ren, Charles, Donald and Caronewsmen about it all by himself,
In answering rapid-fire ques- ervision of the street commitis particularly needed now that lyn Ann, have been visiting
he was broken out with pleasure tions of newsmen, Chandler tee, an official said.
Increasing numbers of persons are friends in Fredonia for the last
and relief.
quickly cleared up any doubt
moving from one city to anoth- week. Mrs. Outland's husband,
Rumors had been current that as to how much power he will has no intention of using it in
er," OPA said in announcing Rev. J. W. Outland, was former
the same way—and commented:
Chandler's power would not be have as commissioner.
pastor of Fredonia
that:
Baptist
"I told them (the club ownas great as that held by his preHe said his authority will be
These persons may apply for Church. They are now residing
ers)
that
if
I ever made an isdecessor, the late Judge Kenesaw virtually the same as that enin
Prince
ton.
new
tires
if they have a tire
sue on a matter that I said was
Mr. and Mrs. John Freeman
Mountain Landis, and that some joyed by Landis—although he
failui! while making a permanAT CORNICK OIL CO.
detrimental to baseball that I
ent
chang
e
of residence, regard- are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Dave
would win or they would have
less of the type of ration they Boaz for a few weeks.
a new commissioner."
Mr. and Mrs. George Bush, of
hold:
The owners agreed that was
1. War workers moving from Louisville, are guests of Mr. and
as it should be . . . and to
one city to another as product- Mrs. Everett Lobb this week.
Chandler the key to being a
Mrs. Chester -Miller and son,
ion shifts from one type of war
real commissioner apparently is
goods to another and to civilian Denny, of Marietta, Ga., are
having the authority to rule
visiting her parents, Mr. and
goods.
on what is detrimental to the
2. Members of the armed Mrs. T. R. Feagan.
game.
Miss Joretta Langston has
forces moving to a new port.
re, Chandler personally called the
4. Discharged veterans return- covered after a week of serious
signing. of teen-age players to
Former Lt. William K. Dob- ing
illness
.
home
or
movin
g to another
the attention of the owners. High son (above), of
Atlanta, Ga., city to accept a job.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Stovall are
schools and colleges have filed served 14 months overse
as with
Before
being
eligible to apply, visiting Mr. and Mrs. George
protests.
the Army, was wounded twice a motori
st must have been is- Holland, Mrs. Stovall's parents.
Every suggestion that Chand- in battles, was discha
One-270 Acre tract; 2 miles
rged and sued a special gasoline ration Mr. Stovall has recently
ler made was approved.
been
from F
now is back in the Army as a for
discharged from the Army unthe trip.
He was given authority to private,- drafted by
der
his local
ersvil
the
le
point
on
grave
"B"
system
and
l
road
"C"
.
; has one 6-room
motorists have
transfer funds of the commis- Selective Service
board. He has been eligible for new tires,
Charles Dean Akridge has
sioner's office from Leslie
but
reM. gone to Camp Blanding, Fla., not for tires while
covere
d
after
ing;
an
tenan
t house; born (60x70); 3
illness of sevactually makO'Connor, chairman of the ad- for basic training.
eral days.
(AP Wire- ing a change in residence.
springs;1
visory council, to Walter NV! photo).
This
Guests
is
of
becaus
Mr.
e
they
and
had to surrendMrs. John
Acre
Mulbry, Chandler's secretarycreek
s
valle
y
land
;
40
Acres timber;
er their supplemental rations in Rice one day last week kere Dr.
treasurer.
order to receive a special gaso- and Mrs. J. 0. Nall, Marion, and
The owners also authorized relarge
pond
.
line ration. Technically, this Mr, and Mrs. W. M. Young, Frequested salaries for Mulbry and
made them "A" drivers, at least donia.
O'Connor, who will continue in
Mrs. J. M. McCormick has
until they could reestablish eligithe baseball family as Chandler's
rebility for supplemental rations in turned to the home of her daugh
special assistant until May 1,
Was $10,000; Now $8,500. A
ter,
their
Mrs.
new
John
home.
Procl
real
Rice,
aims Week To
after spend1946.
ing several weeks with
They gave Chandler the right
her
gain.
Mark
Hazards About
friends and relatives in
to retain or discharge presen
'Jackt
son and Laurel, Miss.
Rural Homes
employes in the Chicago office.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mitchell Lowery
By Presidential proclamation,
They approved transfer
of
(Continued from Page One)
and sons, Wayne and
baseball's headquarters to the the week beginning July 22 will
Donald,
are
visitin
g
Mrs.
Grant Lowery
Careew Tower in
Cincinnati. be observed as National Farm ceiling many times denies food this week.
Remodeled, it probably will be Safety Week. In issuing this to families of these fighting men
Harold Bell has returned home
available in
November. The proclamation, President Truman because their limited allotment
lease on offices in Chicago ex- noted that the skill and labor prohibits them from paying after spending a few weeks with
relatives in Evansville. He
of the Nation's farmers is a vital higher prices.
pires in December.
has
been discharged from the
No one brought up the ques- factor in winning the war and
If the government has the
Army
after
4
years
overseas.
tion of Chandler resigning from production of food one of the legal right to take a man
from
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn
the Senate, he said, that being most essential means of win- his job and his family
and send were Sunday
(WITH CHAINS)
guests of Mr. and
ning the peace, that the inevit- him out to face
insurance and Real Estate
left to his own judgment.
death on the
"I'm not taking the commis- able decrease in available farm battlefield, it surely has the legal Mrs. Frank Conger and Mr. and
Mrs.
Georg
e
Scott, of Marion.
sioner's salary as long as I labor this year creates an es- right to place ceiling prices
W. Main St.
Mrs. Charles Young, Evans
Phones
stay in the Senate," he brought pecially urgent need for con- goods and wages to mainta on
in
a
ville,
has
returned to the home
out, but declined to say when serving farm man and woman- stable economy for his'
return. of her sister,
power to meet production goals Are goods and
Mrs. Veldon Yanhe might resign his seat.
wages more
in 1945.
sacred than men's lives?
The President accordingly
Wartime should not be a tithe
urged that farm people every- for profit but a
time for sacriwhere observe National Farm fice, not only for
the fighting
Safety Week by making
a men but for the hornefront.
check in their homes and on Suppose the men
on the battle
Frankfort — Welfare Commis- their farms to eliminate acci- line haggled over the prices of
supplies, or wages, or hours, or
OUTDOOR GYMS
sioner John Quertermous an- dent hazards.
Figures compiled by the Na- vacations? What would
nounced the appointment last
happen
tional
Safety Council show that to our freedom? Even
weekend of Guy Tuggle as wardthough
Finished In Bright Colors
en of the State Penitentiary at nearly 17,000 farm people were we do our home front jobs conEddyville, succeeding Dewey A. killed and 1,500,000 were injured scientiously there will never be
last year. Of the injured, at an equality of sacrifi
Strong — Durable — Practical
Ward, resigned.
ce between
Tuggle, 57, became acting least 15,000 were crippled for the homefront and the fightipg
life.
More
farm people were kill- front.
warden at Eddyville after the
PAINTED SEESAWS . . . $5.95
War creates a false economy
commissioner siaDended Ward, ed by accidents in America's
first
2
years
participation in the because to fight a war
June 15, and requested his
the govwar
than
the number of United ernment borrows the
resignation after a Welfare Desavings of
partment investigation into re- States fighting men killed in the the citizens and puts the actual
Inyopkinsville. It's
dollars into circulation. With
ported irregularities at the pri- war itself.
More than half of the acci- money plentiful
son.
some people I
dents
occurr
ed in the farm home. imagine OW war brings
Before taking the Eddyville
pros- I
Accord
ing
to the council, 7,500 perity. Notlkng could be
post, Tuggle served about two
further
members of farm
households from the facts. War is
months as acting warden at the
destructState Reformatory at LaGrange are killed accidentally at home ive and expensive, and the final
each year. Those home accidents, cost is paid
after the department began its
by the citizens in
Phone 46
South Main Street
investigation in April into pre- the council continues, place a taxes, suffering and lives.
The fact that the war has
mature releases of prisoners and firm responsibility on the woTo my customers:
man behind the man behind the moved farther,
e
g
from us should
plow. It therefore suggests that, not lead us
to believe that it is
in keeping with the plan of any less real
I have recently returned from St. Louis
for the men who
the National Farm Safety Week, are doing the
fighting and the
where I was able to purchase a sizeable amount
Mrs. Farmer learn the hazards dying. The Jap
war was directed
of summer merchandise. I take this opportunitY
around her home, eliminate as at us and
still is.
many of them as possible, and
to invite al/ my friends and customers to visit
One of the ways we can prove
Let in a manner to avoid any that we
haven't forgotten our
my store and choose their need of this merchanremaining hazards which cannot fighting
men is to help hold
dise
be removed.
while it is available.
down the cost of living for their
families. Don't buy in the black
Australia was named "Aus- market. Don't
payt over ceiling
Sincerely,
trialia del Espiritu Santo" in prices. Accept
only your share
honor of Austrian-born Philip by paying
points in full for all
III of Spain, and in translation rationed
Mrs, Lillie F. Murphy
commodities. It is still
the name was mispelled *Aus- our war.
Let's see it through.
tralia.
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WILLIAMS' GARAS
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FOR SALE!

For.
.

SEMME

President Asks
Safety On Farms

Unpainted

Lawn Chairs

U. S. Freedom

$4.25
Porch Swings $4.95

Tuggle Is Named
Warden Of Prison

A Brilliant Collectio
Of Early and Late

Sumnier Wea

Cayce-Yost Co.

WELDING!
Portable, Electric and .
Acetylwe Welding

Ration News
Service
(Clip and keep handy for
daily reference and shopping
aid.)

ing, brake drums turned.

Motor rebuilding, where the motor
is out.
Bring your mechanical troubles to
us—if we haven't the
parts, we'll make them. Keep your
machines in good repair by
seeing.

United States
Employment Service

d Used Auto Parts

(Homer Fuller, Assistant Mechanic and
Welder)
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Of This New Merchasi
We Feature:

INDIANA ORDNANCE WORK
S
CHARLESTON, INDIANA

War Manpower
Commission

P'POOL'S MACHINE SHOP
An
Al=
matter at Para *ton
"'"2.17114InZIFARFAINIFE

CONSTRUCTION.
Workers Needed!

E. L DU PONT DE NEMO
URS
& CO., INC.
PROCESSED FOODS
Blue stamps T2 through X2
CONSTRUCTION DIVISION
good through July 30. Y2, Z2,
Openi
ngs in the following jobs:
Al, B1, and Cl good through
Laborers - Patrolmen
August 31. DI through HI
good through September 30.
Carpenters - Painters
J1 through Ni good through
Also needad by sub-contractor
October 31.
Sheet Metal Workers &
MEATS, FATS, ETC.
Linemen Electrical
K2 through P2 good through
July 31. Q2 through U2 good
Work week 64 hours, time
and
through August 31; V2 through one half
for all hours in excess
Z2goo d through Sept. 1. Al of
forty.
through El good through October 31.
Company representative will
InSUGAR
terview and hire at:
Sugar stamp - 30 vaild
through August 31. Five
pounds each.
(Be sure to put your name
and number on canning sugar
coupon.)
Watch for this ration news
bulletin every week in this
paper. Published to aid our
customers and all food buyers
MOO a.m. to 4 p.m.
in Princeton as a friendly
US East Ninth Street
helpful service by
HOFKINSVILLE, KY.
on
MONDAY AND TUESDAY OF
Joe MeMkan; Prop.
EACH WEEK

Crank-shaft grinding, cylinder rebor
TL.rning lathe machine.
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Girl Sc
At Picni

C. A. Wooda

Water Hose, 50 Ft. ....$7.50

Playground Equipment

inner

The ON

• Gingham and Seersucker
Dresses.
• A beautiful line of Blouses,
Made of Summer materials in
all styles and sizes.
• Sunsuits and other tot
fashions
for boys and girls.
• White Hats and Purses.
• Lightweight Summer
Sweaters

• White Dresses (in Swiss, Ray
and--other materials.)
• Gifts for stork showers.
• Rayon spun dresses for fall
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Women's Page

Phone 50
•

•
• •
Dorothy Ann Davis

•

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
•5

Society. Personals
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Carolyn Croft, Connie. Brasher,
Jo Ann Watson, Sarah
'Scott,
Melva Cummins, M. and
Mrs.
with a
Eugene Ray, Johnny
Hays,
Saturday
home
her
at
Doris
party
Hays, Ewing Hays and
' Miss Busch Cummins spent
night July 7, in honor of her Bill McKinnin and Harry Curtis,
last week-end with friends in
daughter, Cynthia Ann.
Dothan, Ala.
Louisville and Lexington.
Present were Betty Jo LinThe
following
timely informa- water; or 2-3 cup sugar, 1-3 cup
• • •
Rose Mitchell Randolph,
tion
comes
from the Extension light corn syrup, 2 cups water.'
Mrs. Harry Long spent SunClemma Joyce Keeney, Barbara
Service,
University of Kentucky
Shirley Farmer,
Mix ingredients, stir
until day in Louisville with her brothSue Graham,
College of Agriculture and Home until
sugar is dissolved
and er, Pvt. Brad Lacey, who is in
Joan Watson, Dotty Deen, DonEconomics
.
The
information has bring slowly to boil.
the hospital there.
na Ann Dugger, Virginia AberMr. and Mrs. Willard Moore, been prepared by Miss Florence
• • •
Recipe for canning peaches—
Martha Ann Steger, W.
Imlay
Market
and
street,
Mrs.
on the birth
Pearl J. Haak,
1. Select fruit which is ripe
Miss Ruth Lacey, Louisville, is
Cynthia Ann Cunningham, Dick- of a daughter,.
field
agents
in
Cecile Haydon,
foods, for home- but not soft.
visiting her aunt, Miss Busch
le Gregory, Bill Sparks and Paul July 16, Mrs. Moore is the
form- makers interested in conserving
2. Immerse peaches about 1 Cummins and other relatives
Cunningham, Jr.
er Hester Haydon,
the abundant supply of peaches. minute
in boiling water, or un- here.
Following the dinner the group
•.•
Peaches may be canned suc- til the skins can
• • •
be slipped off
adjourned to the Teen-Age clubCapt. and Mrs. Jack LeRoy cessfully without sugar.
But easily.
Miss Ruth Lytle, home ecoroom.
Cook on the birth of a son, Jack even a small amount of sugar
3. Plunge fruit at once into nomist for the local K. U. Co.,
LeRoy, Jr., at Princeton Hos- helps to give the canned peaches cold water; remove the
skins spent last week-ena in Louisa
more
Country
Club
natural
At
pital,aul
color,
y
16. Captain Cook is a
Dance
a firmer and stoves.
ville.
texture
and
dance
nephew
a
a
at
will
be
better
the
of
There
flavor than
Mrs. L. A. Walker,
4. Simmer peaches in syrup 4
• • •
when no sugar is used. Well- to 6 minutes
Princeton Country Club Satur- Walker, N. Harrison street.
depending on the L--Mrs. R. D. Garrett and Miss
ripened peaches
July
un21,
from
8
night,
requre
less softness of the fruit.
day
Katharine Garrett have returnsweetening than those that are
5. Pack peaches into
til 12 o'clock, for members and
hot, ed from Louisville, where they
hard
and
out-of-tow
guests.
n
partly
Special
green.
Tree- sterilized jars, placing the halves spent several
their
days.
ripened peaches will need only in overlapping
music will be flarnished.
• • •
layers, concave
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
a little sugar to hold the natural side down.
Mr.
and Mrs. Hollis Morris
Donald Wilmoth, Minister
flavor and the texture.
6. Cover with boiling syrup. and children,
Central City, spent
Sunday School-9:45 a.m.
Airs. Parsley Hostess
In a medium syrup that is Partly seal glass
and
screw
top
last
week-end
with relatives
Morning Worship-10:45 a.m usually recommended for can- jars.
Completely seal vacuum here
To So-Sew Club
"Lead Us".
ning peaches, light colored corn (2 piece or
Mrs. Robert Parsley was hos•
self-seali
•
•
ng).
Evening Worship-7:30 p.m.— syrup may replace 1-3 of the
7. Process in water bath 15
tess to members of the So-Sew "The
Mrs. Frank Laswell and little
Lord
sugar.
Jesus
If
Christ."
a
thinner
home
syrup
her
on
is
Franklin
minutes. Remove jars. Com- daughter,
Club at
• • •
Marian Kay, were
used, it would be advisable to pletely seal glass
street Tuesday afternoon, July
and screw-top visitors in Hopkinsville TuesOGDEN MEMORIAL
use all sugar for a firm, palat- jars.
10.
day.
able product. Approximately 1
Members present - were -Mes- METHODIST
Peach Prelerves—One.-third the
• • •
E.
cup
of
S.
syrup
Denton,
will
Pastor
be
needed
Robert
for
Drake,
sugar
in the recipe may be
Nancy
dames
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sed9:45 a.m. Sunday school, Har- 1 quart of peaches.
Darnell, John Stinebaugh, Sam
replaced with corn syrup.
berry left for their home in
Recipe for making syrups—
Sweet Pickled Peaches—One- Chicago Wednesda
Jones, Howard McConnell, Clyde ry Long, superintendent.
y after a visit
Thin-1 cup sugar and 3 cups third the sugar in
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship.
Kercheval and Frank Wilson.
the recipe with his mother, Mrs. C. A.
water
6:30 p.m. Youth Fellowship.
may be replaced
A salad plate was served by
with corn Woodall and Mr. Woodall, Maple
Medium-1 cup sugar, 2 cups syrup.
7:30 p.m. Sermon by Dr. , W.
the hostess at the close of the
street, and sister, Mrs. Virgil
I. Munday, district supterinte.n•
meeting.
Smith and family, Hopkinsville
duction.
Farm
dent.
or
country
butter
meeting
next
will be held
The
remains unchanged at 12 points street.
8:30 p.m. Fourth Quarterly
• • •
at the home of Mrs. George
a
pound, and margarine conConferenc
e.
Stevens, N. Jefferson street, af^ Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Flemtinues
at
14
points.
ter which the club will ading, Chicago, recently visited
A bell tied around the neck of
A ten-million pound increase
journ until October.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herna bottle of poison is a good safein civilian butter iupplies is exBig Cut In Military
Jefferson St.
ty-first measure for the home.
pected next month, OPA said, don Greer, S.
• • •
Girl Scouts Guests
You may not see the label in
as the result of a cut in the
Use Is Given As
Mrs. Al Thomas Page and
dim light, or when fumbling in
amount ordered set aside for
At Picnic July 12
Mrs. Merle Drain and little
Reason
the
military
use.
medicine
cabinet
in
the
Doris Hayes entertained mem(By Associated Press)
OPA tied a string on its gift to daughter, Lou Ann, spent last
bers of the Intermediate Girl dark.
Wednesday in Evansville.
Washington—Stores sold but- .housewives, however, with
a
Add a teaspoon of curry powScouts with a picnic at the home
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Koltinsky,
ter at 16 ration points a pound warning that the point value
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. der to two cups of cooked rice starting
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Bishop and
Monday
as
the
governwould
be
increased
again
if Barbara Bishop
Eugene Hayes, Eddyville Road, and heat in a double boiler. This ment
spent several
put into effect a major butter sells too rapidly.
Thursday night, July 12. Pres- makes a delectable variation of segment
days last week in St. Louis.
of
its
plan
to
improve
ent were Mrs. J. D. Alexander, rice and is particularly good the meat
•
•
•
situation.
A cargo of gifts from Elihu
leader; Betty Jo Linton, Cyn- with pork chops.
The reduction from 24 to 16 Yale during the first year of ex- 'Mrs. Bedford
H. McChesney
thia Ann Cunningham, Rosella
Avoid black pepper when can- points for creamery butter is istence
of the collegiate school and son, Don, have returned
Cotton, Sarah Richie, Rosemary ning catsup or chili sauce—it expected
by OPA to prevent de- at New Haven led the trustees from a visit with relaties
in
Redd, Ann Quisenberry, Mary darkens the red color. Use white terioratio
n in retail stores during to name the institution after its Memphis, Tenn. They
were acVirginia Meadows, Rosie Beck, or red pepper instead.
the season of peak butter pro- benefactor.
companied home by her moth-

Dinner Party '• —
am enterMrs. Paul Cunningh
six o'clock dinner

Recipe For Canning
Peaches Without'Sugar

Pwitiootali

The Leader
Congratulates

ALE!
2 miles from F
one 6-room
70); 3 springs;1
Acres timber;

8,500. A real

oda
I Estate
rno

At The Churches

Point Value Of
Butter Reduced

er, Mrs. Nora Marcrum, and
A man's discarded felt hat can
nephews, J. J. and Steve Star- be remade Into an attractive
hat
rett, all of Memphis, for a visit. for his wife. It should
be clean• • •
ed, cut to desired shape and reMiss_Neten Brown, Hopkins- blocked, locking can be done at
is on vacation, visiting her home over a padded coffee can
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. R. or a bowl or pitcher. Simply
Brown, W. Main street.
steam the felt over a kettle, pull
• • •
and pin into shape over the
Mrs. Tom White, Paducah,
visited friends and relatives here
Monday.
•

•

block, smooth with an iron over
a damp cloth and leave on the
block until dry.
Frozen chicken a la king and
creamed tuna fish are recent additions to the wartime list of
quick frozen foods--handy for
housewives in a hurry. They are
point-free.

•

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Davis,
Paducah, spent Sunday here
with relatives.
• • •
Mrs. Marshall Eldred and son,
Marshall Polk, and Gus Kortrecht, Louisville, arrived Sunday for a visit with relatives
here.

GIRLS! HERE THEY
ARE, YOUR FAVORITE
CASUALS

M

II

The richest silver-lead deposits
in the world are located at the
Broken Hill mines in Australia.
Only 528,274 American troops
fought in the war of 1812.
Nomr

10figp,

CHOOSE 'Moat ilabluit

RICE POWDER
4

1.99 & 2.98
The smoothest, highest
steppin' casuals in town
...In White or Beige Imitation Leather with long
w earing plastic soles.

41.
Eight $100
Shades
Carefully blended for you ...
blondes, brunettes, red heads.
Does not cake or give a powcf•r•d look. Flattering and
clings for hours. Has thrilling
fragrance.

Wood Drug Store
Phone 611
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Princeton Shoe Co.

PRINCETON, KY.
Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray
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ANNOUNCING
The Formal Opening Of The

from St. Loin
a sizeable amoust
e this opportunkf
customers to visit
• of this merchan-

F. MurPhl

rchandise,
AU
sucker

Blouses,
materials is

ARNOLD SHOPPE
Wed., July 25 - 2p.in.to 8p. m.
We extend a cordial invitation to our many friends and
their friends in Princeton and vicinity to visit us at our
new store. We hope to serve you pleasantly and efficiently
with an excellent line of

S.

'n Swiss,g

LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S APPAREL

°wars.
s for foll

MISS SARAH MYERS, Owner

Phone 28

MRS. AL THOMAS PAGE, Manager
(.1

STOP

Students Urged To
Read Newspapers
WY Associated Press)

Evanston, 111. — Grade school
children, a Northwestern university professor said today, "must
learn not to accept everything
they read in textbooks."
"More emphasis should be
placed on newspapers, radio and
movies," said Dr. E. T. McSwain, associate professor of
education at Northwestern, "It
Is unfortunate that one rarely
finds a child being taught in
school how to read a newspaper
critically."
McSwain, in an address prepared for the closing session of
a school administrators' conference, asserted that the average

U. S. Shipyards
Have Production Lead

Odessa Again Handles
Sea Freight In Volume

New York — American shipyards produce in s'ix weeks merchant ships equalling a year's
production in England. This is
because England devotes most
of her shipbuilding to naval
vessels and repair work, and
also because America has more
shipyards arid more streamlined
methods.
Despite heavy losses to Uboats, experts say .England will
end the war with 13.5 million
gross tons of merchant shitaping, or 4,000,000 less tons than
she had to start with in 1939.

London—The great seaport of
Odessa, on the Black Sea, now
handles as much cargo as bewar, writes Peter
fore the
Shari, a native of of the city.
Odessa was freed from GermanRomanian occupation April 10,
1944, after 30 months of bondage,
Shari, in a story distributed
by Soviet News, writes that
"knowing how vitally important the harbor is to the city, the
Germans and Romanians took
particular care to reduce it to
ruins."
Much progress has been made
in the past year, however:
"The harbor lives today. Ships
and
British
sailing in from
American ports load and unload
cargo at its moorings . . . The
harbor is being both reconstructed and expanded. In the very
near future it will be possible
for such ocean liners as the
Normandie to anchor here."
Odessa's
Reconstruction
of
shipyards is also in progress.

grade school child "knows more
about aviation than his teacher.
"Teachers must be trained and
curricula revised to change this
situation if schools are to aid
children to live in a world of
democracy and apt lied science.
Children cannot learn democracy by just reading about it.
They must be put in classrooms
where these principles are applied. They must learn cooperative planning, cooperative evaluation, and must be given more
opportunity to learn by having
work to do."

Landlocked
Brighton, England—There are
plenty of girls on the beaches
this year but not many are
swimming. A shoftage of rubber swimming caps is thought
responsible.
In February 1944, the Census
Bureau estimated that there
were 2,700,000 married women
whose husbands were absent in
the armed forces.

hams to relieve MONTHLY

FEMALE
MISERY
(Ake R.Slessoic 7•81(1)
Lydia E. Ph:alum:es Vegetable Compound is famous to relieve not only
monthly pain but also accompanying
nervous, tired. highstrung feelings—
when due to functional periodic disturbances. Taken regularly—lc helps
build up resistance against such distress. Plnkham's Compound helps nature/ Follow label directions. Try it!

this year than last.
... that's the estimater reduction in meat
available for the civilian durng '45.

And when meat is not
forth - coming, serve
our Creamed Cottage
Cheese which is as
high in proteins as a
big, thick, juicy steak.
... Delicious, too!

CHILD CARRIES BULLET IN HIS BRAIN—Larry Roe, 4, declared fit although a rifle bullet is embedded in his brain, starts
back to his Fairfield, Mont., ranch home. As he and his father,
Raymond (right), left Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn., Larry was
looking forward to a "ride on my pinto." (AP Wirephoto).

Food Value Of
ButterStressed

The high food value of butter
To conserve a part of Kentucky's large peach crop, freez- is stressed in a statement from
ing is recommended by Mrs. the Kentucky Agricultural ExPearl Haak, preservation
ex- periment Station. Tests made by
pert at the State College of Experiment Stations in 14 leadAgriculture and Home Econom- ing dairy states showed that
ics. Varieties best adapted to creamery butter averages more
this method of conservation are than 15,000 International Units of
Haven, Belle of Georgia and Vitamin A to the pound. ButJ. H. Hale, Halehaven, South ter produced in summer has a
Elberta.
third more Viamin A than wintTo prevent fruit discoloration, er butter.
Another point brought out in
speed in the operation is of
prime importance, says this foods the investigations was that there
authority. Dip the peaches a is little loss of vitamin A and
few at a time, first in hot water, and carotene when butter is
then cold, then peel• and pit stored commercially over ordinthem. As the fruit is quartered ary periods at usual storage temor sliced, drop it into syrup peratures. Carotene gives butter
made with three cups of sugar its natural yellow color. In the
dissolved in four cups of water. human body it is converted into
Pack in cellophane bags, cover vitamin A.
with sugar syrup, seal and sharp
That vitamin A and carotene
freeze promptly.
of milk and butter are dependTo stretch sugar, half of it ent upon the quantity of caroby weight may be replaced with tene in the cow's diet was demlight corn syrup, according to onstrated in the studies. The
Mrs. Haak. If a recipe calls for cow's principal sources of caro1 pound of sugar (2 cups) use tene are the fresh green pasta half pound of sugar (1 cup) ure grasses and other
good
and a half pound of corn syrup quality roughages. Because of
(two-thirds cup).
the wide variations in the vitaHoney also may be used as a min A potency of milk and butsugar substitute. If more than ter produced under different
a fourth the required amount of feeding methods and seasons, the
sugar is replaced
by either conclusion is that much can be
honey or syrup the fruit will ,done to improve the potency of
have a distinctive taste, although dairy -produtts by adopting betnot necessarily objectionable.
ter feeding practices in winter,
Only
well-ripened
peaches and possibly also in summer.
should be frozen, Mrs. Haak emphasized. When underripe fruit
is frozen, it might' develop at Brazil Rubber Tapper
bitter taste.

Poultryraisers To
Have Short Course
The 21st annual poultry short
course July 30-August 3 is annouhced by Dr. W. M. Insko, Jr.,
head of the poultry section at
the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Ekperiment Station.
Practical problems of breeding, hatching and raising chickens and turkeys will be discussed by poultrymen, veterinarians
and marketing experts at the
College and by Stanley J. Marsden, turkey authority of the
United States Department of
Agriculture, and Roy M. Durr,
Atlanta, first vice president of
the International Baby Chick
Association. Last year's course
was attended by 120 men and
women.
Costa Rica is primarily
agricultural country.

Rio de Janeiro—Having proved
himself the number one battler
on the domestic front in his
home territory of Acre in Brazil's deepest interior, champion
rubber tapper Assumram Palpenis has traded his latex pulps
for a rifle.
Last year, working jungle
rubber areas in the territory of
Acre, Palperis set a new individual tapping record for stay
at home tappers to shoot at

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

MONUMENTS
SEE OUR
S'POCK—.THE
LARGEST IN WEST
KY.

Fredonia, Ky.

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

From Bladder Irritations!

Whisky? That's Just
An Old Wheeze, Judge'
Raleigh, N. C.—City Judge
Paul C. West has found, he says,
the first defendant ever to tell
the truth about whiskey.
The defendant, charged with
public drunkenness, admitted he
was drunk and said, he'd bought
the whiskey because he has
asthma.
"Yes," said the judge, "I
know how good whisky is for
asthma."
Then the defendant popped up
with:
"No sir judge. Whisky's no
good for asthma. I just drank it
in a moment of weakness."
The judge let the defendant
off with the court costs.

Discharge Note
New Orleans—Classified ad in
the Time-Picayune:
"Jap rifle for sale. Taken on
Guam. $50. Service man needs
funds."

There lane need now to suffer unnecessary
distress and discomfort from backache,
bladder Irritation. and run-down feeling
due to exces• •cidity in your urine — balm
famous doctor's discovery — DR.
KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT. For Swamp
Root acts fast on the kidneys to Inc.....
th• flow of urin• and relieve success acidity.
Originally discovered by • well-known
physician, Swamp Root Is • car•fully
Mended combination of 16 herbs, roots,
veg•t•bles, baleen,. and other natural ingredients. It's not harsh r habit-forming
In any way — just good ingredients that
help you feel worlds better fast!
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAY!
Llk• thousands of others you'll be glad
that you did. Send name and address to
Department E, Kilmer & Co.. Inc., Box
1255, Stamford, Conn. Offer limited. Send
at once. All druggists sell Swamp Root.

• Democratic Primary
Saturday, Aug.4,19.15
Here Ready to Serve — Your Endorsement
Solicited.
ping war is soon ended and an of our boys a

Notice To Farmers!
We Are Now Offering

Need a

LAXATIVE?
Black-Draught is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical

Free of garlic and other foreign matter.
PREMIUM OF 1 CENT PER BUSHEL FOR NO. I
These Prices are Subject to Change.

(INCORPORATED)
(FORMERLY ACME MILLS)

HOPK1NSVILLE, KY.

SAME AS ABOVE, KHAKI COLOR

FLOOR ENAMEL
You never expected soap to
s3feguord your skin from
dryness—but this one does!
Its creamy, fragrant lather
brings the benefits of protective lanolin. Wash to your
heart's content—and be blissfully sure that there'll be no
ofter-effects of dry tightness!
3 cokes for 501

SIP
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WONDERFUL RELIEF
painful bladder irritations caused
by excess acidity in the urine
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EVERY MONDAY

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

On

Wm. M. YOUNG

ATHLETES FOOT GERM
Kill It For 3e
"Biggest seller in years" say
druggists everywhere. Why? Teol is more than a surface application. Contains 90% alcohol.
MAKES IT PENETRATE. Reaches more germs faster. Apply
Full Strength for itchy, sweaty
or smelly feet. If not pleased
an your 35c back. Today at Wood
Drug Store.
ad

LISTEN TO LISA SLIC10.-7. SLUE NETWORK

Subscti

Immediate
Delivery On

Joins The Army

Not rationed .. Home
delivered ... Call 161.

This lovely•looking, easily- applied
enamel adds colorful beauty to your
doors —makes them the envy of your
friends! Durable...it's "made :o walk
,OnrAvallable in many lustrous colors.

Treatment of homes in Ballard
and Carlisle counties with D.D.T.
powerful mosquito killing chemical developed to block the
spread of malaria, is under way
and residents are asked to cooperate with the spraying crews,
according to Dr. J. F. Harrell,
health director in the two counties.
An educational worker will
visit each home a day in advance of the spraying crews.
The program is being carried
out in six counties of the Purchase—the only counties in Kentucky approved for D. D. T.
this year—to combat an anticipated spread of malaria when
fighting men come home from
the war.
The chemical also will kill
flies, ants, roaches, bedbugs and
other household pests. It is
sprayed in a fine mist on walls
and ceilings. The chemical does
Is This Trip, Etc.
not harm curtains, window
Braintree, England — Because
shades or drapes.
The first application of D.D.T. his hired man was frightened of
in McCracken will be complet- subway trains Vivian Kaye Ostred about July 25. In Hickman er was fined $10 for the misuse
county, the work is due to be of gasoline. Ostrer said he was
driving his car because when he
finished Monday.
The first round by spraying had taken his hired man to Loncrews in Fulton and Graves don he refused to take a subway
will end about August 1. When back.
the first rounds are completed,
spraying crews will start over,
at the originarbeginning points.
Residents of McCracken, where
the spraying is thiee4owths Famous doctor's discovery acts on the
completed, are praising the D.
kidneys to increase urine and relieve
D. T. results.

The Indians of
South.
ca consider the
remarkable
Town—A
annatto-tree
Cape
red and have
ollection of maps and guidecultivated d
•ooks prepared by tbe Germans untold centuries.
British
the
for an invasion of
Isles is now in the possession of
Prime Minister J. C. Smuts.
This blueprint of the invasion
hat never came off was found
J. Y. O'llAnson
n a garage in Brussels, Belgium.
For

erman Invasion Plans

1.95 Pair
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Information For
War Veterans

Electricity Lights
Eskimo Dwelling

Goose Bay, Labrador—Flyers
returning from Baffin Island,
one of the most isolated of the
network of stations operated by
will print this column
Ws,
..tera
N
Its Leader
of
benefit
the
the North Atlantic Division of
*wall for concernil tar their rtightn
lops
tJurit
the Army Air Forces Air Transanxwered. Addreax all in ma
sill be
thls paper. Infortion
port Command, have seen what
Quirlem to
furnished by the
column
thin
Service,
(Or
is probably the world's first
States Kniployment
l'iiited
Street, HopkInsvillo
Ninth
303 SAM
electrically lighted igloo.
An ingenious Eskimo built his
Information on G. I. Bill of igloo next to the station, and
the benefit of World persuaded the base personnel
Rights forveterans.
to let him run art extension cord
TITLE
II
war
Hospitalization, claims and pro- to his ice-block dwelling.
cedures:
appropriation of
1. Authorizes
dollars to build hos50o million other
facilities anypitals and
States.
where in the United
services to de2. Requires the
greater part of
liver all or the
veteran's pay and his disa
charge papers at the time of release from service.
3. Requires that a veteran released or discharged for disability execute a claim for compensation, pension or hospitali-

riPINDABLE
INSURANCE
John E. Young Agt
Phone U
Princeton. Ky.

zation or sign a statement that
such right has been explained
to him upon discharge.
4. Declares null and void any
statement which a veteran has
been required to sign against his
own interest in connection with
any injury or disease.
5. Permits any officer or enlisted person to appeal the kind
of discharge, retirement or release he has been granted, unless
that discharge is the result of
a general court-martial.
TITLE II—Education and Vocational Training.
1. Makes all veterans regardless of age eligible for one year
refresher or retraining courses.
2. Declares that a veteran who
was not over age 25 when he
entered service may enroll in
any complete education or vocational training course and
draw cash benefits for one year
plus the length of time he spent
in service, between September
16, 1940 and terfnination of the
War.

3. Requires the government to

Planning for

TELEPHONE PROGRESS
Rural

rs!
I eat

LS

DIXIE

To teep step with farm progress and to
extend service to more farm families, the
telephone industry is working on important
new devices and methods.
Plans are already under way for resuming
our rural telephone expansion program
which was suspended in 1942 when equipment and materials became more urgently
needed for the armed forces. Surveys are
being made to determine the needs and to
provide the facts from which we can carry
out plans for expansion of farm telephone
service in the South.
The goal is to bring the telephone to the greatest possible
number of farm families.

Seed Production
Is Given Boost
Seed production offers opportunities to Kentucky farmers, declares the College of Agriculture and Home Economics at
Lexington, in its circular called
Kentucky
In
"Opportunities
Agriculture." Alfalfa is about
probably
will
that
the only seed
continue to be produced more
economically elsewhere, it is
stated.
Often there is not enough seed
of other hays and grasses to
meet demands, as farmers increase meadows, pastures and
cover crops according to the best
methods of soil improvement
and protection.
Orchard-grass seed, bluegrass
seed and lespedeza seed are now
produced extensively in Kentucky, and seed of red and crimson clover, red top, timothy and
vetch are produced in small
NEW BOSTON STARS MEET COMMISSIONER-ELECT—Senator Albert B. (Happy) Chandler, quantities. Much more adapted
baseball commissioner-elect, get a double handshake from Dave (Boo) Ferriss, Boston Red Sox
red clover seed is needed, acpitching ace, and Tommy Holmes (right), Boston Braves outfielder who has hit in 37 con secucording to this circular. Also
tive games before a charity game at Boston. (AP Wirephoto).
•
more vetch would be sown for
cover crops, if more seed were
pay tuition and training fees up
Homemaker's Schedule
produced within the state.
to $500 a year plus $50 a month
Bethany, 2:00 p.m. Friday,
All the small-grain seed needto single men and $75 a month
July 20„ with Mrs. Leo Cole- ed in Kentucky could well be
to those who have dependents.
Road
Eddyville
man; Hall, 2:00 p.m. Tuesday, furnished by local producers. ExTITLL III—Loans for Business,
The Eddyville Road Homemak24, with Mrs. Tom Horn- pansion of the use of balbo rye
Homes and Farms:
ers held their June meeting in July
1. Provides that the govern- the home of Mrs. L. C. Lisman. ing; Fredonia, 2:30 p.m. Wed- is cited as an illustration of
ment insure payment of half of Mrs. Roy Willingham gave a nesday, July 25, with Mrs. L. possibilities in seed production.
any money borrowed by a vet- review of the book, "The Great T. Wadlington; Eddy Creek, 2:00 This crop with its excellent
p.m. Thursday, July 26, with qualities was made available
eran from any bank, building Answer," by
Margaret Lee
because Kentucky farmers themand loan association or other Reinbeck. Three new members Mrs. J. I. Lester.
selves became seed producers.
private lending agency, but in were enrolled namely, Mrs.
The production of hybrid seed
no case is the insured half to Griffith, Mrs. K. P. Hobgood Costa Rica Continues
corn probably will continue to
exceed $2,000.
and Mrs. Tichenor. The followbe profitable since its planting
2. Limits interest rate on loans ing members were present: Mrs. Food Aid
San Jose, Costa Rica—Minister is expanding every year. Plantto four percent a year, with the Denny Cash, Mrs. Denny Freegovernment paying interest the man, Mrs. Chas. Hubbard, Mrs. of Agriculture Jose Joaquin Per- ing the entire acreage of corn
first year on that part of the Alvin Lisanby, Mrs. Henry Sevi- alta says the food division of to hybrids would require great
of Inter-American expansion in the production of
loan insured by it.
son, Mrs. Jeff Watson, Mrs. the Institute
3. Prohibits any lending agency John McLin, and Mrs. Willing- Affairs, a dependent agency of hybrid seed.
from demanding security from ham, The hostess served delight- the Office of the Coordiator of
will Foe's Equipment
Affairs,
Inter-American
the veteran on that part of the ful refreshments.
operations in Costa
loan insured by the government.
Mrs. Paul Dorroh was hostess continue
4. Permit a veteran to insure to the Eddyville Road Home- 'tea or three and a half years. Used For Movies
Saipan — Captured Japanese
The minister said the food dithe remaining part of his loan makers July 13. Mrs. Jeff Watthrough other federal offices son led a discussion in obser- vision, which has been in charge movie equipment gave veterans
such as the Federal Housing vance of International Day and of several food production and of ,the Second Marine Division
distribution projects here since their first film entertainment in
Administration.
a personal letter to Mrs. Loyd
5. Permits insurance of loans Beck was read from a pen October, 1942, "has rendered in- two months.
In an open air theater, set up
for establishment of a business; friend in England telling of life valuable services to Costa Rican
which
for purchase of a house; farm, as it Is,in her small cornmunity. agriculture." The contract be- in a small rock quarry
tween his Government and the recently housed several Japanese
livestock, machinery, equipment;
Officers and leaders for 1945North American agency was to infested caves, a batter of 35mm.
for repairs and alterations to 46 were elected
as follows:
projectors and a portable elecbuildings; for paying delinquent president, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby; have expired this year.
tric generator captured from the
debts, taxes or special assess- vice-president, Mrs. Urey Lamb;
An eight to nine percent de- Japanese served as power to
ments on a house.
secretary and treasurer, Mrs.
film on a screen from
TITLE IV—Job placement and Denny Cash; clothing leaders, crease in birth rates in the flash the
United States is expected in 1945 an enemy parachute. The film
Counselling Service:
Mrs. K. P. Hobgooal and Mrs.
itself was obtained from U. S.
1. Names the Veterans' Ad- L. C. Lisman; study on electrifi- —from the peak year, 1943.
Java has about the same area naval airmen, and the program
Manpower cation, Mrs. Jeff Watson and
ministrator, W a r
opened with a redition of "Don't
Commissioner and Director of Mrs. Chas. Hubbard; recreation- as the state of New York, but
Get Around Much Anymore,"
Selective Service as board of al leader, Mrs. Arch Martin; nearly four times the populaplayed on a captured Japanese
three to provide job placement citizenship, Mrs. Chas Rowland; tion.
Doughnuts were introduced in- tiumpet.
and counselling service.
reading, • Mrs. Henry Sevison.
to England from France in 1536.
2. Requires that a war veteran
After delightful refreshments
El Slavador has a population
Five cities in Costa Rica have
be appointed in every state to the club adjourned to meet in
of about one and a half million.
direct the job placement and August for a picnic on Mrs. Will a population larger than 10,000.
counselling service in behalf of Beck's lawn.
veterans.
TITLE V—Benefits for the Un- benefits.
2. If any adjusted compensaemployed:
1. Provides that veterans who tion (war service bonuses) are
served 90 days are to get eight authorized in the future, beneweeks of benefits at the rate of fits paid under the GI Bill of
$20.00 a week for each month Rights are to be deducted from Had Suffered Tortures From
of service, or a total of 24 weeks payments.
Indigestion, Nervousness
if necessary.
And Sluggish Elimination.
2. To be eligible for benefits,
He States. Says Retonga
veterans must register with the
Brough Relief After Everyemployment service.
thing Else He Tried Had
that
are
3. Other requirements
Failed.
a
take
to
the veteran be willing
have regained eight pounds
"I
—Smooth
—Delicious
flavor
for
beam—Any
At
him
fit
to
training course
— No it. crystals —No cooking —No re.
of needed weight through takwork, and ha must not be a parwhipping —No scorched flavor — Easy —
ing Retonga. I am now eating
Inoxponsivo —20 rwipos in oath 13t pkg.
ticipant in a labor dispute that
Pleas. send Ihi. ad for frog fell •sirs son,
anything I want, and I feel betph, age.. Of buy from your grow.
causes work stoppage.
ter than in years," gratefully
TITLE VI—Administrative and
declares Mr. R. B. Palmer, well
known resident of Shelbyville,
Penal Sections:
Brand Honwwwedo Ice Crown
Ky. Mr. Palmer is a native KenMr. R. B. Palmer
1. A discharge or release from
tuckian, a Mason of long standactive service under conditions
with them. I feel
went
aches
ing, and a staunch churchman.
and I am
"other than dishonorable" is
Discussing Retonga he gratefully better than in years
always telling somebody about
necessary to be eligible for any
continued:
"I surely went through tor- Retonga."
Thousands praise this famous
tures from indigestion, nervousis intended to
ness and a weak, fagged out medicine. Retonga
due to Vitamin
feeling, and my elimination was relieve distress
constipation, inso bad that I was almost a B-1 deficiency,
of digestive
flow
slave to laxatives. Sometimes I sufficient
the stomach, and loss
felt so weak that I was almost juices in
appetite. Accept no substia slave to laxatives. Sometimes of
Retonga may be obtained
I felt so weak that I could tute.
Drug Store. (adv).
hardly walk around, and my at Dawson's,
nerves seemed to be upset all
the time. I was underweight
and I felt so miserable that I
got little pleasure out of anyRock, Slid. or Slip?
thing.
and
VASTEETH. an Improved powder to
"Retonga gave me prompt
opringlod on upper or lower plates.,
wonderful relief after every- be
holds tales teeth more firmly In place.
slide, slip or rock. No gummy,
thing else I tried had failed. I Do not pasty
PAStaste or reeling.
gooey,
now enjoy three meals every TA:10Th Is alkaline (non-acid). Does not
(denture
odor"
"plats
Checks
I
your.
and
day, my nerves are quiet
ter•Atb). 0.5 PASTEETH at any drug
sleep fine. The gas pains and atom
ben
have
sluggish elimination
entirely relieved and the 'hea -
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Do you want an Enforced

VOTE FOR

Lem L. Morse
Democratic Candidate For

SHERIFF
Caldwell County

Roadhouses, where bootlegging, sloe
machines, and other forms of open gambling

1E

1/

are conducted MUST GO.
Carnivals that operate so called "games
of chance" are a menace to the youth of our
county and must be made to obey the law.
If you will elect me Sheriff I will do all
that is humanly possible to eliminate these
flagrant law violations.

LEM L MORSE

BEN YANDELL
For SIIIIEHIFF
Subject to the Republican Primary, Saturday, Aug. 4, 1945
Your Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated.

Changes Occur...
... in your business and changes occur in insurance.
Let us dovetail the two together in the most efficient
way, for you—

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN

Homemakers

MAKE

1"—s.
"
Wriakft--1
111111P

- Vote For -

o.'rt.11

Jrolt,lr.,(y.T.'r

Soldiers On The
Home Front
Keep sending your dead stock to war, we
render the grease to make Bombs and Bullets
to help Hasten Victory.
We will reniove your dead stock promptly.
Call us collect.

Kentucky Rendering Works
Telephone — David Payne's Service Station
Phone 423
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

To The Voters Of
Caldwell County:
Just a reminder to let each and every
feel for
voter know how deeply grateful
your support and influence in my behalf in
the approaching Primary election on August 4.

I was a soldier in World War No. 1
and served overseas in the 37th Division,
134th Field Artillery, under Col. Bush, Capt.
Taylor and others, and saw actual combat
service on two different fronts around Metz
and along the Muse river. Col. Bush was
from Columbus, Ohio, and received word that
his wife had passed on while we were fighting on the second front.
It is my desire and ambition to be
Sheriff of my home County of Caldwell and
see that the duties of the office I seek are
properly and efficiently discharged,

Short On

I know I am qualified for the office
sought by me and feel you know that I intend to put forth my best efforts if elected,
and do so honestly, fearlessly and conscientiously.

Ration Points?

Again assuring you of my appreciation
of your support, I ask to remain,

Do FALSE TEETH

Serve PASTEURIZED

MILK

For Added Meal Goodness

Sincerely,

Harry Randolph

IT'S...

Glad you drifted over....Have a Coke

• INEXPENSIVE
• PURE
• WHOLESOME
• PROTECTIVE

.
IT CONTAINS..
• CALCIUM
• PHOSPHORUS
• VITAMINS
• PROTEIN

.•
AND.
PAST1UE1UZED!
"THE FAVORITE AT STORE OR DOOR"

•

While we've won onto war.
we have another to finish.
Materials and facilities are
still needed for war production.
It may be a long thee
before you can get another
automobile. Better keep the
one you have in good running order. Don't neglect
necessary repairs -ior look
at money.
See or phone us for a
leap—today!

Princeton Cream lit Butter •Inicreziale

Company
Phone 161

Finance Corp. of Ky.
Anna May Nesmith, manager
Princeton, Kentucky

Wherever the 'sag gets together, the words Have• Coke Owes
big part in the fun. Whether its agreed from the family refrigerator
or from a bucket of It. down at the pier, Coca-Cola draws a
,rayons. Keep a supply of Coca-Cola on hand.
'
smile from
DOTTISO WOO A105401111Y OP MI COCA401A COMPASAY SY

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CC

14":40!
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NEWS OF OUR
MIN.tWONEN
IN UNIFORM
star for participation in
the
Cherbourg landing and another
for crossing the Rhine River.
lie has also won the Good Conduct Ribbon. T/5 Copeland is
with the 377th Engineers, and
has been overseas 19 months.
• • •

Home On Furlough
After Year Overseas
Pfc. Charles Webb (colored)
is on furlough visiting his mother, Mrs. Myrtle Webb. Pfc. Webb
has been overseas a year, serving in France, England, Germany and Holland. He is with the
3223 Quartermaster Corps.
• • •

T/5 Robert H. Osborn
Home From Germany
T/5 Robert H. Osborn (colored) is on furlough visiting his
father, Homer Osborn, after
serving the last 15 months in
England, France, Belguim, Holland and Germany. He was
awarded a battle star for action
in the Rhineland and another for
action in the Central European
theater and also the Good Conduct and E. T. 0. ribbons.

Wade H. Kepner
Wheeling, W. Va., civic leader
elected Grand Exalted Ruler of the
Benevolent and Protective Order of
Elks at emergency wartime meeting held in New York City, July 16.
1945. Contrasting with Elks' Conventions of other years, attended
by thousands of delegates, featuring ornate costumes and elaborate
parades, the 1945 streamlined meeting was held quietly, without fanfare. and was attended by a small
group, in keeping with wartime
travel restrictions.

Public Invited To
Closing Exercises Mon Boy Scouts
Union
Bible
At Summer Camp
School Ends Friday
Vacation

- -Two Troops Send 18
Members; Denton
Is In Charge

Night

More Shoes For
Civilians Soon

NOTICE!

I, Philip Stevens, Clerk of the Caldwell County
ON\ Says Decreased
Court, certify that the following is a list of all notifiArmy Need Will Bene- cations candidate
s filed in my office.
of
fit Home Front
The new shoe ration stamp
Democrats
OPA announced will

(Continued from Page One)

become
,valid August 1 will be Airplane
Stamp No. 4, in War Ration
Book No. 3, the agency said.
Airplane stamps Nos. 1, 2 and
3 are good indefinitely, OPA
added. The last stamp was validated November 1, 1944. OPA
pointed out that intervals between validation of stamps depend on the available supply
of shoes.
That the supply of shoes for
civilians will be incresed is indicated in the downward trend
of production of Army footrear. The War Department announced production of Army
combat boots will be reduced in
September from 2,100,000 to 1,500,000 pairs and that of Army
service shoes will be lowered
from 700,000 to 350,000 pairs
during the same period. This
decreased schedule will be continued throughout the fourth
quarter of 1945.
Announcemethis time of
the reduction in Army footwear
needs will provide a 60-day spa •
during which the shoe indus
try will be able to prepare for
increased civilian production,
OPA said.
To increase serviceability of
non-rationed shoes for juveniles
and men, manufacturers will be
permitted to use leather welts
and lightweight leather insoles
in those types of non-rationed
shoes, OPA said. Straight or
short shield tips and bacicstays
of pigskin leather also will be
allowed on these shoes.

Closing exercises of the Union
Vacation Bible School, being
Charles P'Pool, Jerry P'Pool,
held at the Ogden Methodist
Church, sponsored by the Christ- Jerry Loftus, Ellis DeBoe, Billy
ian, Methodist, Cumberland and Walker, Tommy Glenn, Johnny
Central Presbyterian churches, Armstrong, Jimmy Oates, Gene Correctio
n Of Faulty
will be held Friday night, July Croft and Charley Yates of
20, at 7:45 o'clock at the Metho- Troop No. 42, are at the George Auto Brakes Urged
(By Associated Press)
dist Church, when certificates Hogg Memorial Scout camp this
will be awarded and a program week, with the Rev. E. S. DenFrankfort—Governor Willis towill be given with all depart- ton, of the sponsoring organiza- day proclaimed the months of
ments participating, it was an- tion, as adult Scouter in charge. July, August and September as
Troop No. 39 has H. C. P'Pool. a period tor continued correction
nounced Tuesday by the Rev. E.
S. Denton.
Jr., W. L. Mays, Jr., Larry Pod- of faulty automobile brakes. He
A display of handiwork com- ley, Bob Taylor, Oscar Cantrell, urged motorists to co-operate
pleted during the school will be Harold Cameron and John G. with police officers by having
displayed in halls and rooms of Harrelson at the Scout camp. Jim car brakes checked and put in
the church that were occupied Clore, Star Scout, Middlesboro, proper working condition.
by the departments of the went with these Scouts.
The Princeton Scouts expect
school. A cordial invitation is
Burma became a British crown
extended the public to see this to return home Saturday night. colony and was given a constitudisplay.
tion of her own in 1937. It had
At the end of the Friday Anti-Tuberculosis Radio
been part of India.
morning session, at 11 o'clock, Program Set For July 28
the children will go on a picnic.
Saturday afternoon, July 28,
In charge of these arrangements
are the Rev. C. P. Brooks and from 4:30 to 5 o'clock over a
nation-wide radio network, a
Mrs. Birdie Terry.
program dedicated to furthering FOR FROZEN FOOD LOCKER
rentals, Caldwell County
•
the fight on tuberculosis will be
Livestock Market
Locker Plant, see—.J. E. or K.
broadcast. Princeton workers in
Livestock sales were steady the annual Christmas Seal camR. Cummins, Telephone 441
with last week on the Prince- paign are especially invited to
ton market Monday, it was re- hear this program, the State RADIO SERVICE-3 doors east
ported by Dugan Ordway, man- secretary announces.
of hospital. Bill Mick,
7tp.
ager. Total sold was 1,061 head.
FREE
-11
Excess
acid
causes
you
Baby beeves topped at $14; No.
In the ice ages, ocean levels
pains of Stomach Ulcers, In1 veals, $16.50; and hogs, $14.45. were 200 to 400 feet lower than
digestion, Heartburns, BelchAll fat hogs, 160 pounds and up, now because of the water held
ing, Bloating, Nausea, Gas
sold at ceiling prices.
in storage in the polar ice caps.
Pains, get free sample, Udga,
at Dawson Drug Store 10 tp

CLASSIFIED ADS

For Sale
Two small dwellings situated on 12
acres of land about 5 miles East of
Princeton, Ky., on Dawson Springs
Highway—
For details see ...

JOHN E. YOUNG,Agt.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Princeton, Ky.

Just Received!

New Shipment
OF

iSeventeen
"
FOR THE

BRING YOUR SEWING MAchines to William's Garage at
Cornick Oil Co. for repairs.
All mechanical work guaranteed.
It
LOST: Purse containing money,
ration books and other valuables. Last seen in car parked
on Eagle St. If purse and contents are returned, finder may
keep money. Return to Mrs.
Serena Ashley, Princeton Auto Sales.
ltp
LOST: My wife. Will the man
who stole her and my GrapeNuts please bring back the
Grape-Nuts? I can run a farm
without a wife—but not without the energy in those maltyrich, sweet-as-a-nut GrapeNuts!

Transportation Furnished
Good Hourly Rate

Smart two-piece dresses in dotted swiss and
butcher linen.

All applicants must comply
with WMC regulations and
priority referral by U.S.E.S.
See company representative
in our office on Wednesday

$12.95 to $14.95
Exclusive at

Jailer
J. Marvin Satterfield
D. Ernest Murphy
County Attorney
S. D. Hodge
Clausine R. Baker
County Court Clerk
Thomas W. McConnell
Philip Stevens
Justice of the Peace, Dist. No. 1
Elbert M. McCaslin
Justice of the Peace, Dist. No. 3
J. T. White
Shellie Wyatt
Justice of the Peace, Dist. No. 4
Everett Glass
James Reece
Justice of the Peace, Dist. No. 6
Thomas Bond

Republicns
State Representative (8th District)
Earl H. Hillyard
Sheriff
Ben Yandell
Harry Randolph
Pauline Clift
Jailer
J. Luther Sigler
Coroner
Clyde Spickard
Justice of the Peace, Dist. No. 1
L. P. Hopper
Luther Cartwright
Justice of the Peace Dist. No. 2
Paul Rowland
Justice of the Peace Dist. No. 5
Arthur Wigginton
Justice of the Peace Dist. No. 7
Roy Howton
Calvin Oates

The Caldwell County Board
of Education is open for bids
for 6,000 bushels of lump coal
to be delivered to the various
school houses in the Caldwell
County School District.
Sealed bids must be submitted to the office of the Caldwell County Board of Education
in the Courthouse at Princeton,
Ky., not later than 10:00 A. M.
Monday, August 6.
The Caldwell County Board
of Education reserves the right

Male
Help!
Wanted By Large Steel Mill
In Northern Ohio

State Representative (8th District)
Joe E. Nunn
•Circuit Judge
H. F. S. Bailey
Commonwealth Attorney
Alvin Lisanby
Circuit Court Clerk
Leona Trader
Sheriff
Bedford McChesney
Lem L. Morse
W. Otho Towery
Tax Commissioner
Floyd Young
Mrs. S. J. Larkins

Given under my hand as Clerk aforesaid.
This July 16, 1945.
PHILIP STEVENS, Clerk,
Caldwell County Court, Kentucky
to reject any and all bids not
Notice
satisfactory.

WANTED: Aggressive saleswoman, age 21-50, to manage
store for
nationally-known
company. Give details of experience and education in letter. Interviews will be given
promptly.
3tp

JUNIOR - TEENS

Signed:
Floyd E. Jones, Chairman
Edw. F. Blackburn, Sec'y.

Notice
All parties interested in the
maintenance of Millwood Cemetery please be present July 27
for the purpose of employing a
keeper for another year.
Roy Newsom, Treasurer.
La Paz, Bolivia, is the highest
national capital in the world.

Hopkinsvillo, Ky.

UNITED STATES
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
203 East 9th Street
HopkInaville, Kentucky

Japan's legislative body, the
Imperial Diet, has 404 members,
divided into the House of Peers
whose members are men of
wealth or distinction, and an
elected House of Representatives.

AVAILABLE
FOR YOUR NOME!
NO PRIORITY REQUIRED!
Delivery in approximately 3 weeks.
All orders received up July 15 we will give two
tons of Stoker coal.
Phone us for free estimate at old ceiling price.
Get your order in at once as the factory won't
be ablArmake enough to supply every one.

CREME SACHET

.L
.
•••„
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Westorn POU-WAX
DuPONT SPEEDY WAX

59c i klarj

JOHNSON'S'CAR-NU

59c

POLI-WAX ................................................................ 59f
DAVIS POLISH AND CLEANER
49t

New and different perfume...
o tiny touch lasts all day...three
odours.

,100

"Sweet Memory"(floral))
"Tropical Night"(spicy)
"Persuasion"(allurin3)
g3ch

SIMONIZ

49c

DuPONT POLISH and CLEANER

59c

Western Auto
Associate Store

Wood Drug Store

Home Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX
HIAWATHA COLEMAN, Mgr
Phone 212

Phone 611
PRINCETON, KY.

RECAP NOW!
FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW!
Can a tire be recapped more than once?
Can a synthetic tire be recapped?
Can a synthetic tire be vulcanized?

8!

Can a large hole in a synthetic tube be vulcanized?
Can a tire that has a large hole in it, be vulcanized, thap recapped?

PROTECT YOUR TIRES NOW--AND RECAP WITH
The BEST RUBBER AVAILABLE!
600x16 . .

$6.70

550x17 ... $6.55
500x19 . ... $6.05
Other sizes in proportion.
Tubes, Batteries, Reliners, Boots.
We are synthetic experts.
Phone 559.

LASTWELL TIRE REBUILDERS
•
(Opposite Hitch Rack)
211 N. Harrison St.
Princeton,
Frank Laswell, Owner

Beasley Bldg.
Kentucky

PEACHES! PEACHES! PEACHES!

Extra fine homegrown

freestone Peaches, splendid for eating, slicing, canning or
preserving. Buy them by the bushel and enjoy
them next winter. Bulk by the
pound, 3 pounds 25c, bushel, heavy solid pack
$3.49
Get you a bushel of peaches while they are so
tine and reasonable ... More for
your Money all the time.
Marshmallow Creme Puff

CAKES, bulk

26(
lb. 24(
lb

Frosty Top

Delicious and healthy Campbell's

12(
pkg. 12(
16-oz. bottle 16(

SOUP, Cream or Spinach, can
Kellogg's

RICE KRISPIES
firer Rabbit Sugar

Cane

12( SYRUP
CORN MEAL
/
2 lb. pkg.
11
pkg. 9( TABLE SALT
Dog Food, 7 oz pkg 4c; 5 pkgs 19( AMMONIA
qt. bottle 1
2 lb. box 94
TODAY'S COFFEE
1 lb. jar 29( CHEESE SPRED,
MACARONI
16 oz. pkg.
GREEN BEANS
No. 2 can 11(
TURNIP GREENS
No. 2 can 11( BROOK'S
HOMINY
EVAPORATED MILK 3 tall cans 21( Grapefrui
t Juice
16 oz.
SAUCE

6 oz. bottle

Quaker White

Jefferson Island

111 Life

Arcade full strength

Drip or regular grind

Kraft

Preston Cut

Viviana Spaghetti or

11(

long, elbow or seashell

Nancy Lee

With Hot Tamale flavor

Valley Lea—buy it while you can

Tea.Sun

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
MICHIGAN CELERY
10( CUCUMBERS
Large, white and crisp stalk

Long smon'th and green

Sweet California

New Nancy Halls

CANTALUPES

SWEET POTATOES

lb.

12(

NEW POTATOES all you want lb. 5c APPLES, Polly Eades, large, fine for
everp purpose
10 lbs 48c, bag $4.75
pound 9c — busbel $3.99
Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables • . . More
for your Money all the tin..

B.N.Lusby Co.

RED FRONT

Phone 88

CASII as CARRY STORES

Princeton, Ky.

1 9, 194,5

Cumberland
Manufacturing
and is the daughter
of
Helen Wells has accepted a Mrs. W. L. Wells; Eddy
Creek.
position as bookkeeper at the
The whooping crane
First National Bank. She was
is
formerly .an employe of the largest of North
American bird,

Frank's Red Hot

Stokers

Jul

Helen Wells Accepts
Position With Bank

01 1 -

CAKES, bulk

and Thursday, July 18 and 19
From 9:00 A.M. to 4 P.M.

Carl's
910 S. Main St.

Thursda
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